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Design Economy by Connection Restraint
Bruce Johnston Robert A. Hechtman
Assistant Director American Institute of Steel Construction
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Research Fellow
Lehigh University, .Bethlehem, Pa.
Contents In Brief-Heretofore continuity in building framing has been'
taken aavantage of infrequently because of a lack of information .on the
restraint values of beam-column connections. Laboratory work has' now
proviaea much of this information ana a rational ana workable aesign
proceaure has been aevelopea. Beams are first aesignea for maximum
moment assuming simple supports. Then the ratio of beam stiffness to the
sum of column stiffnesses at the ioint is ca/cu/atea. Charts equating this ratio
to the percentage rigiaity give a reauction factor F, which is appliea to
the sedion moaulus of the simple beam. The beam corresponaing to this
reaucea sedion moaulus is the one to use. It will be 15 to 20 per cent
lighter than if assumea to be simply supportea.
design are the problems of connee·
.tion design, column design, arid
analysis for wind stresses. Experi-
mental work on connections and col-
umns are now in progress at Lehigh
with the specific problem ~f build-
ing design in mind. Experimental
work on .moment-resisting riveted
and welded connections that has
furnished much of the necessary in-
formation for this· design method
are listed in the bibliography at the
end of this article.
The .eml-rlgld (oint
Before discussing the design of
beams, it is necessary to have a defi-
nition of the term, semi-rigid joint.
If the beam-column connections of
a building frame transmit bending
moment without relative rotation be-
tween the end of the beam and the
column, the connection and the struc-
ture are termed "rigid" (Fig. 2a).
In such a case, the connections afford
100 per cent restraint or full con-
tinuity, and the maximum bending
moments are at the ends of the beam.
If the connections transmit bending
moment with some relative rotation
between the end of the beam and the
column. the connections and the
structure are termed "semi·rigid"
(Fig. 2b). In such a structure, the
connections resist bending moment
to some degree less than in the case
of full continuity, and the moment
in the center of the span is always
less than if the connection afforded
no restraint, as in a simply supported
beam (Fig. 2c).
The semi-rigid joint, such as the
standard beam web connection, die
top and seat angle connection, and
the split-l connection thus results in
a restraint somewhere between full
fixity and full freedom of rotation.
It is important to note that 100 per
cent restraint does not afford the
greatest possible economy in build-
ing construction, largely because the
cost of making the rigid connection
tends to overbalance the saving in
beam cost. Maximum economy for
beam and connections' usually occurs
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strate the possible economy, a study
of 105 beam sizes for various uniform
loads and degrees of restraint has
been made by the writers, showing
substantial saving in weight for hand-
book selection 'of beams, even for
cases of small percentage rigidity.
The beam sizes ranged from i2-in.
22-lb. sections to 21 in. 63·lb. sec-
.tions, the spans from 16 to 24 ft.,
and the loads from 80 to 120 lb. per
sq ft. of floor. Fig. 1 shows the aver-
age minimum savings for various
percentage rigidities. The beams
were designed by the method outlined
in this article.
Correlated to the problem of beam
THE DESIGN OF THE BEAMS in multi·
storied steel building frames has
usually been based on the simplify.
ing assumption that the ends of
the beam are freely supported. While
this assumption leads to a safe de-
sign, economy is sacrificed since no
account is taken of the reduction in
maximum positive moment that re-
sults from the end restraint that is
present even in the most flexible con-
nections. It is not'able that slight in-
creases in the stiffness of standard
types of end coimections provide
enough end restraint to reduce the
average weight of beams in a build-
ing frame by 15 to 20 per cent.
Unfortunately the application to
building frames of methods of anal-
yzing continuous structures is ex-
ceedingly Iaborious, and further-
more, there has been considerable
uncertainty as to just how dependable
and to what degree a semi-rigid con-
nection provides end restraint. Now,
however, experimental evaluation of
the behavior of various types of
beam-column connections has fur-
nished much of the .information
necessary .£or the design of rigid and
semi.rigidly connected frames, and
this article presents such a design
method which may be applied to any
building frame in which the mini-
mum restraint values of the connec-
tions have been determined.
Background of the method
The possibilities of economy are
greatest when there is a repetition of
similar span lengths, load conditions
snd connection types. To demon-.
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per cent, a considerable variation in
the connection constant J has little
influence on the percentage rigidity
p. For instance, in the case of a
beam of stiffn'ess K = 1.5 and J =
10, the reduction of the connection
stiffness J by 100 per cent to 5 would
change the span.end moment less
than 20 per cent.
It follows that while differences in
welding or, riveting processes may
affect the value of J considerably
there. will be relatively much less
variation in the aclual beam moment.
It also follows that a range of per-
missible variation in connection be-
havior, as shown in Fig. 3, should
be allowed for any typical connection
to take care of variations in fabricat·
ing as well as non-uniform relation-
ship between moment and relative
angle change.
- Proposed de.lgn method
The proposed method of design is
one that proportions the connection
for the semi-fixed end moment which
would occur if the columns did not
rotate, and proportions the beam for
maximum center moment which oc·
curs when the columns do rotate.
In order to develop a direct method
of design the beams in spans adjacent
to that under consideration will .be
neglected. The approximation is on
the side of safety and also .allows the
method to be applied to outside pan·
els which have no adjacent beams.
Fig, 5a shows the most critical load
condition for maximum moment in
beam AB, and Fig. 5b shows the
same beam with adjacent beams
(1)J= M
E</>
Moment OiQ91"'Cllm
where f1 is the rotation due to an
applied moment M and E is Young's
modulus. Physically, the joint con·
stant is the slope of the first stage of
the moment-rotation curve divided
by ihe modulus of elasticity of the
material. It is Ii measure of the con·
nection stiffness. A connection,
thereforti, whos~ joint constant J is
large is more rigid, or has more mo·
ment-taking ability within its work·
ing capacity, than one' whose juint
constant is small.
The percentage rigidity,p, depends
on the connection constant J and the
stiffness of the beam K, which is the
gross moment of inertia 'of,the cross
section' divided by the span length.
p=~
1+2~ (2)
J
The perce~'tage rigidity, then, is fixed
when the connection and the beam
size are chosen.
Fig. 4 is plotted from Eq. 2 and
shows the relation' between the joint
constant and the percentage rigidity
for various values of beam stiffness
in the case of a beam fastened to
rigid waIls by semi-rigid joints. Most
building beams have a stiffness of
0.5 to 5.0. It may be seen that in
the- design range of pless !han 70
Fig..2. 8eam with dlfferenf condition. 0' end re.fralnf. .howlng how bonding
momeaf. vary of fhe cenfe~ and of fbo .upporf••
~
(0) Beam with Rigid Connections
.at a degree of restraint somewhere
between 40 and 75 per cent.
Tho joint con.tant
A: typical' graph of ihe test ilf Ii
semi-rigid connection is shown in
Fig. 3 in which applied connection
moment is plotted against relative"
column-beam end rotation. The
connection passes through three
stages: first; an initial stage where
moment is approximately proportion-
al to rotation; second, a yielding of
the connection; and third, a stage of
accelerated rotation finally result-
ing either in failure or very excessive
deformation.
The first stage is the·,useful design
range of the connection. It is especial.
Iy important that the connection
also have a sufficient factor of safety
with respect to rotation. The max·
imum rotation .which a semi-rigid
connection approaches is the simple.
beam end slope, and this occurs well
within the rotation at failure for all
semi·rigid connections except a few
having very high rigidities. In these
few cases, the wqrking moment must
be based on the ultimate moment.
The 'experimental determination of
one factor is necessary as a basis for
the design method. This is the con·
nection constant, J, which may be
defined as: '
'
"--l:!:? j lJ--1
~
(e) Simply-Supported Beam
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omitted. Symmetrical conditions of
load, connections, and adjacent col-
umns are assumed to exist. Connec-
tions of 50 'per cent rigidity are
assumed in the following derivation.
The ordinary relation between the
moment at the end A of a beam, AB,
and the angle changes at its two ends
is;
MAB = 2EK (2aA + aB) ± MB (3)
where MR is the fixed end moment in a fully
rigid connection..
When semi-rigid connections pro-
viding 50 per cent rigidity are intro-
duced the equation becomes:
MAB= E K (1;25aA+O,25aB)± ~R '(1)
Due to symmetry, 8A = - eD = - 8c
Hence:
MR
MAB = EKaA - 2 (~)
The moments acting on the joint
must be in static equilibrium, hence:
MAB+2MAC=O (since MAC=MAE) (6)
Substituting (4) and (5) into (6)
there results
aA= ~R(4EKC~EKB)
9' ~R (mKc~ EKB) (7)
Subscripts C and B. in Eq. 7 refer
to columns and beam, respectively.',
Substituting (7) into Eq. (~),
there results
MAB~_MR(2+1KB) (~)
!Kc
The moment at the center, of tre
beam is given by
= Ms - MR(2+ l KR ) (9)
~ Kc
For rigidities equal to or less than
75 per cent th~ center moment is
maximum and will govern the design
of the beam. In the design proce·
dure the beam is first designed as a
simple beam, freely supported. The
required simple beam section mod-
ulus is then multiplied by a reduction
factor F which gives the section
modulus required for the worst con-
dition of loading but which takes
advantage of the semi-rigid connec-
tions.
Section modulus required by
F = proposed method U r:
Section modulus required for .= li~
simple beam
Hence:
F - Mc _ 1- MR(__I__) flO)
- Ms - Ms 2 + !f!!-
~ Kc
Th~ reduction factor F, then; is
the factor by which the simple-beam
section modulus is multiplied to ob-
tain the required section modulus for
the beam. The ratio MR/Ms depends
on the type of load.
Eq. (10) was evaluated for end
connections providing 50 per cent
rigidity; similar equations have been
derived for other rigidities. In Figs.
6, 7, and 8, charts are shown which
give the reduction factor for various
types of loads and percentage rigidi-
ties.
The design pr~cedllre
The following design procedure is
based upon the assumption that rlata
1 1 ! 1
~ !
L ~ c o L L
A L ~ B
L ! L L
E F
L L
(0) ,
are available which give the depend-
able end restraint vallie, or "percen·
tage rigidity" ~ of any standard con-
nection. Such values have already
been evaluated for a limited numbe'r
of connection types. Tests now in
progress at the Fritz Laboratory
sponsored by the American Institute
of Steel Construction will supplement
previous work on riveted connections
by J. Charles Rathbun" in this coun-
try and by J. F. Baker', C. Batho'
and others in England. The com·
bined results of these tests should
establish dependable criteria for
riveted connections. In the welding
field, highly rigid connections have
been tested", but in the semi-rigid
class only the seat and top angle
type has been studied in detail',
Further work is needed on' various
types of welded connections.
It is important to note that, in
spite of the present lack of estab-
lished standards, the application of
this design procedure may be made
to any particular building design
through the expedient of actually
testing typical proposed connections
to be used in the structure.
The actual details of the design
procedure may be outlined as fol·
lows:
1. Design the beams for maximum
bending moment assuming simple
supports.
2. Calculate KB = .!!!... {or the beam
18
and~K c = ~!£for the columns above
I c
and below one end of the beam.
3. 'Determine the ratio of ~
! Kc
MeA MOB
~----~
E~ -"F
(b)
Mc=Ms+MA8 ,: FIg. 5. Analv.l. of .em/.r/gldlv connected frame for crItIcal loadlrig condItIon.
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decide on ·the percentage rigidity to
use in design,. and determine from
Figs. 6, 7, or.8 the reduction factor F
for the existing load condition.
4. Multiply the section modulus
required for simple.beam design by
the reduction factor F, and redesign
the beam on the basis of the reduced
modulus.
5. Calculate the semi·rigid end
moment for the condition of all
beams loaded by multiplying the
fixed end moment by the per cent
rigidity assumed.
6. Select a connection on the ba·
sis of end reaction, semi.rigid end
!Iloment, and percentage rigidity
assumed.
In step 2 the stiffness of the beam,
KB , is based on the simple beam de-
sign. KB could be based upon the
reduced I B of the final design, but
since this is not known the approxi.
mation provides a direct design pro'
cedure and is on the side of safety.
However, if a pa~ticular beam size
is repeated under identical loading
conditions a great number of times
a further economy would be intro-
duced by estimating K B as 80 to 85
per cent of KB for simple beam mo·
ment and verifying the estimate after
the beam is designed on the basis
of reduced moment. One trial de·
sign would be the most that might
he required.
If the column sizes are not the
same at each end the design may be
based on the more flexible end with
the approximation again on the side
of saIety. If the loading condition
is moderately unsymmetrical, the
end moments may be approximated
at each end by Eq. 8, and the approxi-
mate bending moment diagram for
the beam constructed. The severe
loading condition assu';"ed in Fig.
5 and the extreme improbability of
its occurrence renders meaningless
small errors of a few per cent which
might be introduced by applying Eq.
8 to unsymmeirical conditions.
In step 3 "the decision regarding
what per cent rigidity io use in de-
sign may be made arbitrarily, hut
after a little practice its selection will
be based on questions of feasibility,
economy, and preference for a par-
ticular connection type. The final
design of the connection in step 6
ultimately may be made simply by
reference to standardized connection
tables which give safe values of
shear, moment, and percentage rigid-
ity. At present the selection must
be based on existing experimental
data available in the publications
listed in items 2, 3, 4 and 7 of the
accompanyi'ng bibliography.
The design procedure may be illus-
trated as far as beam selection is con;
cerned by an example. It is desired
to select a beam, having 50 per cent
rigid connections for a uniform load
of 2 kips per ft., a span of 20 ft., and
framing into the flanges of IO-in 49-
lb. WF 49 columns of 10 ft. story
height.
The simple beam moment is:
Ms = (2) (20') = 100 kip-II..
8
= 1200 kip-in.
8 = M.. = 1200 kip-in. = 60 in.'
I 20
f = allowable working stress in kips per sq. in.
For a simple beam, a 16-in. 4O-lb. WF
beam would be required with I = 515.5 in"
KB = 515.5in.' = 215 in.'
240 in. '
~K = 2272 9in.' = 4' 55'"~ C 120 in. . In.
~=~=0472;Kc 4.55 .
From Fig. 6, {or p=50 per cent. f1'=O.73
Required 8=(0.73.1 (60 in. )=43.8 in.'
Use a 15-in. 33-lb. l\l-beam
Saving = 40 - 33 ~ 7 lb. or 17.5 per cent
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FLEXIBLE WELDED ANGLE
By BRUCE JOHNSTON! and LLOYD F. GREENl CONNECTIONS*
o
INTRODUCTION TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURE
FIG. I Typ~ or Ftf:.ll18Lf CONNECTlON3
IN TE&T PROGRAM
The test program consisted of three groups of tests.
Group I consisted of direct pull tests varying the angle
leg size to obtain the relative flexibility of different leg
lengths; Group II consisted of direct pull tests varying
the· weld on the outstanding leg and also subjecting the
weld to repeated load; and Group III consisted of full-
size connection tests designed on the basis of the results
of Groups I and II, and subjecting the specimen, to re-
peated loads. The direct pull tests in Groups I and II
simulated the action of the top angle and the upper end
of the web angle, permitting a selection of the most
desirable angle size and welding procedure at a minimum
of expense. Subjecting the angle to a direct pull tested
it more rigorously than in the case of an actual top and
seat, or web angle connection. Details of the size, type
and method of fabrication of the test specimens are as
follows:
Group I-The direct pull specimens (Fig. 1 (a)) ~ere
held during welding so that the welds on one parr of
angles were all done with the legs in a vertical position
and the bead laid horizontally, simulating the top angle
leg welded to the column. T~e welds on the o~er
pair of angles on the same.spec,men were all do!'e WIt!"
the legs in a horizontal pos'tion and the bead la,d hon-
zontally similar to a top angle leg welded to a beam.
The specimen was jigged very carefully so that the two
main pull plates were in a straight line. This group
consisted of five specimens made up of equal leg angles
'I. inch thick and 4 inches long, the variable being the
length of the leg. Table 1 presents the details of the
specimens as well as test results.
Group II-These specimens, consisting of Tests No.
6 to 14 inclusive, were fabricated similarly to those of
Group I. Five 4 by 4 by 'I.-inch angle specimens and
four 3'/. by 2'/, by 'I.-inch angle specimens were
tested. The type of the weld was varied in this group
as illustrated in Table 2.
(e)
Web Angle
Connection
(b)
Top and S~tAngle
Connection
(a)
Direct AJII
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+
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T HIS report presents the results of a series of tests. made on welded beam-to-beam or beam-to-column
connections as used in standard tier building con-
struction. The connections are similar to some of those
proposed as tentative standards in December 1939, by
the American Institute of Steel Construction.' It was
desired that the connections be flexible enough to allow
with safety the full end rotation which might be ex-
pected in a freely supported simple beam.
Connections of the types shown in Fig. 1 (a), 1 (b) and
1 (e) were tested. The direct pull tests shown in Fig.
1 (a) were to determine the relative flexibility of different
lengths of angle legs. On the basis of these direct pull
tests the flexible top and seat angle connections shown
in Fig. 1 (b) were designed for the simple beam end
rotation of typical beam designs. The purpose of the
top angle is simply to support the compression flange
laterally. In the case of the beam web connections
shown in Fig. 1 (e) the angles were intended to carry
the end reaction as well as to provide flexibility and
support against twisting at the ends of the beam.
Tests had previously been made at the Fritz Labora-
tory on seat ·and top angle connections similar to those
in Fig. 1 (b). In these previous tests the top angles
were much thicker than in the present series and the
connections were designed to be "semi-rigid," or moment
resisting.',· There is currently much interest in the
possibilities of the economical design made possible by
the use of semi-rigid connections; nevertheless, most
beams in buildings at present are designed with the
assumption of simple supports and in such cases it is
essential that the welded connections have the desired
degree of flexibility to give full simple beam end rota-
tion. .
The present investigation was carried out at the
Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University, in
cooperation with the Welding Research Committee of
the AMERICAN WELDING SOCffiTY. In October 1939,
the Committee authorized this work and appropriated
a sum of $200 to cover the cost of fabrication of speci-
mens. The investigation was a regular research project
of the Fritz Engineering Laboratory, of which Professor
Hale Sutherland, Head of the Department of Civil
Engineering, is Director. Acknowledgment is made to
Mr. Howard J. Godfrey, Engineer of Tests, and to all
others on the laboratory staff for their continued assis-
tance in carrying out the program. Helpful suggestions
regarding the program were made by Mr. Heath Lawson,
Mr. La Motte Grover, Mr. F. H. Dill and others.
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TABLE I - DIRECT PULL TESTS
TEST WELD WELDING
YIELD YIELD FIRST MAle. MAX.
ANGl.E.S'ZE DETAIL
POINT POINT CRACK LOAD DEfL.No. POSITION LOAD DEF'L.
4'"4"~J(4 IlL LeQ Vertical 4 100 0.140" 5800 LGO·I Leo Horizontql 3700 O.IIZ'· 0.''''8" 4450 1,30"
3!.3!,,1K4 ~ Leg Vertical 4100 O.OBb" a 'Z4~ 5500
I. I ?.~
Z Z z 4 Leg Horizontnl 4150 0.092" 5 GOO 1,05·
3" ~x~x4 'I. Leo Vertical 3750 O.03G" G 550 I. OZ"3 Lea Hori lonta I .3500 0.034" 0.302" 5900 1.'9"
2~J(2~"4x4 J ~ Le~ Vertical 4575 0.OZ2" 8500 0.83"4 LeQ Horizonto I 5350 0.040" O.lbO· 7800 0.80"
5 2,. Z"~"4 ~ Leo Vertico I 5450 0.016" 9150 0.59"Leg Horizontal 4900 0.013" 0.098" 82.00 O.G?."
Group III-This group of tests was made on six full
size connections, of which three were top and seat angle
connections, and three were web angle connections
(Table 3). All these connections were fabricated at the
Fritz Laboratory, using stub beam ends connected to
the web of a 12 WF 65 stub column, as shown in Fig.
1 (b) and 1 (c). The connections were designed for the
end reaction rotation corresponding to beam designs for
three span lengths. A top and seat angle connection
and a web angle connection was designed for each span
length. A uniform D. L. + L. L. of 115 lb. per sq. ft.
was assumed and calculations were based on the as-
sumption that the beams would carry the entire load of
a square floor panel having sides equal to span lengths
of 20 ft., 22 ft. and 24 ft. The following beam sizes
resulted: 16 WF 36, 18 WF 55. and 21 WF 59, respec-
tively. AU end shear was assumed as taken up by the
seat angle in the top and seat angle connection. The
seat angles were of the minimum size necessary to with-
stand the end reaction and were designed and welded in
accordance with usual practice. In the case of the web
angle connections the outstanding leg welds were de-
signed to take the combined shear and bending stresses
as in standard practice. It should be noted that the
connections were tested with respect to rotation and did
not carry end reactions corresponding to the actual
design.
AU welding was done at the Fritz Laboratory by a
qualified welder, using a Grade 10 Electrode. The
welds in every case were '/.-inch fillet, having the same
size as the angle thickness. The angles were of stock
size and were cut on a power saw to lengths of 4 in. '*'
'/.. in. for the direct pull specimens, and 6 in. '*' ';'.
in. for the full-size connection specimens. The flexible
angle material conformed to A. S. T. M. Standard Speci-
fications A9-36. The longitudinal edges of all con-
necting angles were welded in the as-rolled condition.
The gages for the direct pull tests in Groups I and II
were mounted as shown in Fig. 2. Movement of the
heel 'of the angle from the plate was measured with
Ames Dials accurate to O.OOI-inch. Beyond the gage
range (l.Q-inch) the deflection was measured with a steel
scale graduated to 0.01 inch. A gage was placed on each
end of each pair of angles and the movement of the heel
was recorded and averaged.
The relative rotation between the beam end and the
column in the Group III tests was measured by means
of rotation bars attached to the members as in Fig. 3,
which also shows the method of loading. The specimens
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were inverted and concentrated loads were applied to
the beams to produce rotation of the beam ends. The
rotations were measured by a 20-in. level bar of the same
type used in a previous investigation. 3 The level bar
was sensitive to a rotation of '/2O.000th of a radian or
to '*' 10 seconds, and consisted of a 1O-second precision
level bubble mounted on an aluminum bar. Two
sharpened steel points supported the bar at one end,
and the other end was supported by a micrometer screw
which was used to bring the bar to level position for
each reading. The elevation of the micrometer end
of the bar was read by a '/'000 Ames Dial. The relative
Fig. 2-Du.et Pull Speclnlen. T_t No.4, After Yield
5upport
Fig. 3-S••m Connection T~t Arran~rnent
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Fig. 4-Load Deflection Diagram Test No.1. in Direct Pull
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dial movement divided by .the gage length gave the
relative rotation in radians between any two load condi-
tions. For each measurement the level bar rested in an
identical location upon the polished surface of the rota-
tion bars which were attached by arms to the beam and
column. Ames Dials accurate to a movement of 0.001-
inch were mounted on the upper and lower flange of
the beam, bearing against the column, thereby enabling
the location of the center of rotation.
TEST RESULTS
Group I-Movement of the heel of the angle from the
plate was measured at 200-lb. increments until the
relation between load and deflection deviated markedly
from a straight line. From then on this movement was
recorded periodically in order to get the maximum de-
flection before actual fracture. At every 1000-lb.
increment up to just beyond the approximate yield
strength the load was dropped to the initial load, and
record of the permane>.lt set was obtained. A typical
load deflection curve is shown in Fig. 4.
From the load deflection curve an arbitrary yield
strength was established. This point was found in all
cases by drawing a tangent to the straightest part of
the curve in the low load range and a horizontal through
the maximum load. The point where a vertical through
the'point of intersection of the first two lines crossed the
curve was considered the yield strength. The relation
between the yield strength and the length of outstanding
leg is plotted in Fig. '5. . .
Flexibility was more important than strength and a
preliminary study of Group I indicated that the 4 x 4 x
'I.-inch angles would be suitable for a top angle and the
2'/, x 3'/, x 'I.-inch angles suitable for web angle con-
nections. These sizes were chosen on the basis of 0:10
and 0.08-inch heel deflections, respettively. The limiting
heel deflections were below the general yield strength
and below any noticeable local yielding or cracking in
weld or angle. Mter making the actual beam con-
nection tests in Group III the preliminary estimates
were revised somewhat and limitations as to span length
and beam depth are furnished in the summary.
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Two of these six tests failed as a result of load repetition.
In the case of the other four tests, after having at least
fifty repetitions at a deflection of twenty per cent or
more in excess of the required, the connections withstood
increased static load until total deflections of as high as
1.98 inch were reached at final failure. .
A study of these test results indicated that a return of
the weld around the ends of the angle toe equal in length
to one-quarter of the length of the outstanding leg
seemed to produce beneficial results. Tests 10 and 11,
(Table 2), in which the 4-inch and 3
'
/.-inch leg each
have a return of 1 inch around the toe of the outstanding
leg, show a very low creep at fifty repetitions of load
producing deflections of 38 per cent and 15 per cent,
respectively, in excess of the desired deflections. Upon
the application of further steady load, initial yielding
was found to be induced principally in the angle itself
rather than in the root of the toe weld. The total de-
flection at final fracture was the greatest for this type of
direct pull connection. Figures 6 and 7 show the condi-
tion at final fracture of Test 10 and Figs. 8 and 9 show
corresponding pictures of Test 11.
Group III-Figure 1 shows the general weld details
which were chosen for designing the beam connections
in this group and the exact details of the six different
tests are shown in Table 3. Rotations were measured
at successive increments of load to the limit of the
level bar's range. The distance between the heel of
the angle and the column was measured thereafter with
a steel scale. The load was repeated between one-
quarter and full load fifty times each at 0.8 simple beam
rotation, full simple beam rotation, and 1.2 simple beam
rotation. A typical moment-rotation curve is shown in
Fig. 11, which also shows the behavior which might
TABLE. m BEAM CONNECTION TESTS
WEB ANGLE Top 1<NO S~AT ANGLE
CONNECTIONS CONNECTiONS
..
I 17 liD 15 TEST No.
B 4"4· .r; 4 ' .C; 0 ANGLEWr.eA.!:> ... ..... '8 5 A ANGLEIZW1 5 IZ¥R;5 IZ~S COI.UMf\lr'vF3G laW-55 "W"~ B<AMOMf;NT:S II't INCH """NIlS MOMENT AT
,s,too <8,000 9,000 I;/,GOO
""- ~"zoo FIRSTREPETtTION
0.00500 0.00495
tN OIA,N QOO5l.S Q004,O EA~T BCAMI ~....... a004~O
.004<5 000525 OOO~25 aOQ4BS 000450 0.00505 wf;ST6EAMI ~
4OO-IGOO >"'- 15O-GOO 7<X)-ZlIXJ 7oo·Z800 100-1800 LOAD RANGE
so 50 50 50 50 50 No, c.,..cLES
0_00010 0.00010 0.OOOt5 0.00040 0.00035 000035 EAST BEAM ~
aoooos aooolS 000015 000035 aooo~5 000015 WESTBEAMI.!;
MOMENT-AT
41,600 ~4,OOO 11,55"0 '-8,ZOO .Z.Ooo 43,500 SECOND
REPETITION
0.00'00 0.00'10 0.00"5 o.oo~o 0.00"0 000'00 EA5TBEA'" I f
.0ססoo QOOb'S 0.00395 aOOG'T5 0.00550 0.00740 WESTBEAMI ~
475-1~ 4Z5--17OO 175-700 775-3100 775-3100 750-3000 LOAD RANGE
50 sO 50 50 50 50 No. C.,..cLES
D.DOOtO OOOOl:5 O.oooto 0.00025 ~OOCl'O 0.00005 E.AS1" BEAM ~
aooots 000020 .000lO 0.00045 0.00015 WESTBEAMI ~
MOMENT AT
48,400 %,000 13,ZOO 72.700 ",000 S~,400 THIRD
REPETITION
QOO775 0.00145 0.00800 aOOG's 000810 0.00705 EA$T 6EAMJ ~
0.00760 0_00185 0.00445 000760 011066O aOO84S" Wt.5TBEA/V\[ ~
SSo-ZZOO 45lH800 '00-800 6Z5·,m 825·3300 ~OO·.%OO LOAD RANGE
50 50 50 50 50 50 No. CVCL.E.5
oooOtS 0.00020 O.ODoto 0.000'5 aoOO40 EAST BEAM S
000020 0.00010 0.00005 0.00030 aoo04Q o.oOOOS WeST efAM ~
70,400 ".000 4'. ZOO 13',400 9Z,ooO a~,roo MOMENT ~z ~
0.01900 0.017(,0 0.0Z4Q1 0.02'75 O,01~5 O.ot340 ROTATION i~:
."70,400 56.000 46.200 145,'200 'l,000 82,500 MOMENT ,z!>
0.OJ820 OOlllS 0.038Z5 0.01'35 0.0Zl80 ROTATION ~~Q0.0.810 ~p ~
0.00'10 Q.oO,sz. O.OOGOO 0.00610 QOO6SZ QOoroOO DESIGN RoTATION
0.03380 00303S 0.03510 0.031C;5 0.04lZ5 0.043'0 EA~T BEAM SJ ~
0.03470 0.030(,0 0.0'2.35 0.0~25 0.03555 0.04380 W[$T BE"M ;i '!'-
MOOO GS,ooo 56100 145,'200 1'26,000 IO~!.lOO M"X"IMVM NIo"'[NT
Group II-As a result of the tests in Group I two
angle sizes were selected for further direct pull tests in
which variations in the weld details were tried out. The
test procedure also included repetitions of load at. 0.8,
1.0 and 1.2 times the desired total deflection correspond-
ing to simple beam end rotation. Two sizes of angles
were used in this group, 4 by 4 by I/,-inch angles to
correspond to the top and seat angle connection, and
31/. by 2'/. by '/,-inch angles, with the 31/.-inch leg
outstanding, to correspond to the beam web connection.
Nine tests were made in all, and the results are tabu-
lated in Table 2. In the first three tests, No.6 to 8, the
repeated load varied from the initial load at the zero
increment to the loads necessary to give the previously
mentioned total deflections. In these. tests a perceptible
creep during load repetitions was observed and the
welds eventually fractured at 90, 215 and 115 repetitions,
respectively.. In every case, however, the deflection
during the final load repetition was considerably more·
than necessary for the corresponding simple beam end
rotation.
In tests Nos. 9 to 14, inclusive, different lengths of weld
return, around the end of outstanding angle leg, were
tried out. The repeated load range in these tests varied
between the applied load and one-quarter of this amount,
on the basis that some dead load is always acting.
FLg. 8-Dl.nct Pull TMt No. 10. Aftu Final
FaU~
Fiv. 7-nu.ot Pull T.-t No. 10, Aft... nn.l
FaU_
Fig. 8-DU.ot Pull T..t No. n, Aft... Final
FaU~
have been predicted on the basis of the corresponding
direct pull test No. 10.
The results of these tests confirmed the choice of weld
details which had been made. At none of the three
stages of load repetition was there appreciable creep.
After completing the repeated load tests, each of the six
connections took rotations far beyond full simple beam
rotation to such an extent that it was not practicable in
the testing machine to produce complete failure. The
welds along the toe of the outstanding leg were not
fractured in any of these tests, although partial tearing
of the short weld returns took place. Figure 12 shows
exposed views of Tests 15, 16 and 17, respectively,
after stopping the test. Similar results were obtained in
the case of the web angle connections, and these tests
were stopped after the lower beam flanges came to bear-
ing on the column web. Exposed views of these three
tests are shown in Fig. 13.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The use of a short "weld return" on the cut edges of
the connection angles as shown in Fig. 10 has been in-
dicated to be beneficial in some respects. It does not
follow, however, that connection angles without the weld
return would be unsatisfactory. The tests in Group I
may be used as a basis for the selection of angles without
weld returns as it has been shown that the direct pull
tests give a reasonably close prediction of the beam con-
nection behavior. Arguments pro and con with respect
to the use of a weld return may be summarized as
follows:
In fafJor of the "weld return" or "boxing."
1. Initial failure of the material is forced into the angle
rather than in the throat of the fillet weld.
2. High concentration of stress along the entire root of
the top weld of a top angle is avoided.
3. Comparatively little additional weld metal is used.
In fafJor of omiUing the "weld return."
1. An over-zealous welder could defeat the whole
purpose of the design by FUnning too far down the
ends of the angles with the weld return.
2. Additional welding is introduced, increasing the cost.
3. The increased ultimate deflection of this type of
connection is unimportant because the beam end
9
could never rotate a fraction of the amount within
the working range.
The limited number of repeated loads which were
applied to the direct pull specimens and to the beam
connections yield information regarding the capacity
of the connections to take a limited number of over-
loads, but should not be construed to represent structural
fatigue tests. The following conclusions are intended
to apply to cases in which structural fatigue is not a
problem.
A. Direct Pull Tesls.-(I) The greatest strength
and largest ultimate deflection prior to fracture was
produced in the 3'/. and 4-inch outstanding legs when
a return weld I in. long was carried around the toe of
the angle on each side.
(2) Initial yielding and final failure of the connections
with no weld return was in the throat of the weld.
(3) Weld returns as described in A-I relieved the
stress concentration in the root of the major portion of
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(a) If the design is governed by a maximum deflection
limitation of L/360, the maximum depth beam
which should be used is 12 inches when the seat and
top angle connection is used and 16 inches when the
web angle connection is used.
(b) If the design is governed by maximum fiber stress
of 20,000 lb. per sq. in. under uniform load, the
maximum span length for top and seat angle con-
nections is 19 feet and for beam and web angle
connections 25 feet. For beams designed at a unit
stress other than 20,000 these limits shall be modi-
fied by the ratio of 20,000/1•.
(2) In the top and seat angle type of connection the
seat angle should be designed to take the full end re-
action of the beam. The weld in the web angle con-
Erection
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Note -Croter
muat be filled
at end of 011
weld ....turns.
Weld Return
'/4 Length of
Angle Leg
Weld Return
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Fig. It>-nea1bl. Beam. Conneot.lo~
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Column flange or Web
the fillet weld and caused moSt of the initial yielding to
occur in the angle material. Final failure was by tear-
ing of the weld returns, followed by fracture through the
throat of the weld.
(4) The tests were not extensive enough to permit
any definite conclusion regarding resistance of the con-
nections to repeated overload.
B. Beam Connect-wn Tesls.-(I) The details shown
in Fig. 10 are considered suitable for flexible welded angle
connections for tier building construction. The top and
seat angle type using a 4 by 4 by '/. by 6-inch top angle,
and the beam web connection using 3'/, by 2'/, by '/.
by ('I. beam depth) will give satisfactory flexible con-
nections within certain limitations of beam depth and
span length. These limitations are based on limiting
the angles with 4-in. outstanding legs to 0.10-in. heel
deflection and the 3'/,-inch legs to O.08-inch heel de-
flection. The limitations may be summarized as follows:
(b)
(0) Top and Seat Angle Connection
Fig. la-Top and S-tbgle Conneot1ona.Ho.lS, 18ancl17. R.peotinl"
Aft. T-tiftg
Fig. 13-W.b Angl. ConntlCtioNl, No. 18. 19 and 20, H..pecti....l,.. After
Teetiftv
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nection should be designed to take the stress due to com-
bined shear and moment.
(3) The centers of connection rotation for the top
and seat angle type were near the upper edge of the seat
angle. The centers of rotation for the web angle con-
nections were about three-quarters of the beam depth
down from the upper edge of the beam.
(4) No substantial progressive increase in deflection
was observed in the full size connections with a repeated
load of one-quarter to maximum, repeating the load
fifty times at eighty per cent of the design rotation, at
design rotation, and at twenty per cent above design
rotation.
(5) After completing the cycle of fifty-load repeti-
tions at twenty per cent above design rotation, each
connection continued to take increasing moment until
11
rotations of more than three times the full simple beam
rotation Were reached. None of the connections had
completely failed at this maximum rotation.
(6) The beam end moments which would be de-
veloped through the use of this type of connection would
be less than ten per cent of the full fixed end moment
in the range considered.
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WELDED GIRDERS WITH
Inclined Stiffeners*
By CYRIL D. JENSEN' and CHARLES M. ANTONI' with the collaboretion of J. B. REYNOLDSI
INTRODUCTION
T HE purpose of this investigation is to increase theeffi;ciency of girders having intermediate stiffeners.It has long been known that vertical stiffeners
except those at load points do not carry any load and
serve only to prevent the web from buckling. By placing
the intermediate stiffeners diagonally across each panel,
a trussed girder is formed, the stiffeners thereby carrying
a portion of the load in addition to performing in an
efficient manner their given tasks of preventing buck-
ling. This paper will show that a definite increase in
efficiency of steel is obtained, i.e., that the amount of
load carried per pound of girder is materially higher
than for the conventionally stiffened girders. It will
also show how to design this new type girder.
Interest in inclined stiffeners for plate girders was
evidenced in the late part of the nineteenth century.
In 1895. Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure included a
chapter on plate girder design in their book, Modern
Framed Structures, in which they advocated inclined
stiffeners on the girders because of resultant economy.
When this work was criticized on account of the claims
for economy,' Johnson effectively refuted this criti-
cism. The discussion of Johnson's work in the,Engineer-
ing News-Record brought to light two girders that had
been designed and built by Henry Goldmark,' Bridge
Engineer of the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Memphis
.Railroad, for use on his railroad. These girders, of fifty
and one hundred foot spans, included inclined stiffeners
in the first few panels from the supports where the shear
was greatest.
In Ireland, at the University of Dublin, in 1904, W.
E. Lilly prepared a text on plate girder design,' a section
being devoted to the design of plate girders with Inclined
stiffeners. The contention was that a more economical
design would be effected with inclined stiffeners than
without them, when the girder span was greater than
seventy or eighty feet.
An argument in favor of inclined stiffeners was in-
directly advanced by Professor Turneaure of Wisconsin
in the Joumal of the Western Society of Engineers in
1907." Turneaure investigated the stresses in vertical
stiffeners on an actual girder in use. He found that,
except at load and reaction points, the vertical stiffeners
carried no load and actually served only to prevent
web buckling. .
In the aircraft industry, the inclined stiffener has
been accepted as a means of reducing weight without a
corresponding decrease in strength. H. Wagner, in
1929," presented a method for use in airplane design.
He estimated that for an angle of inclination of thirty
degrees with the vertical, in the direction of the com-
pression stresses in the web, the stiffness of the girder is
• To be presented at the Annual Meeting, A. W. S.• Cleveland. Ohio,
Oct. 21 to 25, 1940. Contribution to Fundamental Research Division.ttDs:;~:~t~~=;I~~D~~vikffu~:;~~f~g;etci:~~rl~v~rs:~fi~w at Lehigh
UWVttslly).
,Professor of Mathematic! and Theoretical Mechanics, Lehigh University.
increased fifty-five per cent with a decrease in weight.
The work at Lehigh was begun on cardboard models
and then progressed to steel girders similar to the ones
tested in the present investigation. The results of these
tests' were so favorable that the present extensive in-
vestigation was undertaken.
INVESTIGATION
.Variables.-In designing a series of plate girders for
testing, many variables have to be faced. Depth and
thickness of the girder were decided by taking a web for
all cases of '/.-inch thickness since it is the thinnest plate
that can be arc welded easily, and selecting depths to
give depth to thickness ratios of 102, 170 and 220. These
ratios resulted in web depths of 12'/" 21'/. and 271/,
inches, respectively for Series I, II and III. - From
studying the results of other researches," it was decided
that spans six times the depth, at least, were needed to
get true beam action.
. The length of stiffening material was another variable.
In Series I (Fig. 1) a constant length of stiffening ma-
terial was used for all girders." In the other two series
each had two girders in which the length ofstiffening ma-
terial was constant-the vertically stiffened girder and
the girder having stiffeners inclined at fifty-five degrees
to the vertical. The remaining girders of Series II and
.III had variable lengths of stiffening material dependent
.on the spacing and arrangemenf of the stiffeners.
The method of loading was the final variable. As in the
previous investigation,' a concentrated load at the center
line was used. The advantage of using a concentrated
load at mid-span lay in the fact that the shear was con-
stant over the entire span and served as a rigorous test
of the girders.
OUTLINE OF PROGRAM
As mentioned previously the testing program was di-
vided into three series having hit (depth/thickness)
ratios of the webs of 102, 170 and 220 for Series I, II and
III, respectively. The spans and other details for the
individual specimens varied somewhat and are given in
Fig. 2. The flanges for Series I consisted of two plates
welded together-a 6 by 1/.-inch plate and a 7 by '/,-inch
plate-and represented an overdesign from the usual
procedure of about seventy per cent. For Series II and
III, the flanges were lO-inch, 25-lb. channels which
represented a similar overdesign. .
Series I.-There were five girders of this series. Two
girders (Nos. 4 and 5) had only vertical stiffeners. Two
girders (Nos. 1 and 2) had only inclined stiffeners (in-
clined 63° and 45°, respectively). One girder (No.3)
had both vertical and inclined stiffeners forming a trussed
girder (Fig. 1). To estimate the effect of the web on the
•• Except that end stiffenus bad to be clamped to the ends or specimens 1.
2 and 3 to prevent buckling over the reaction points.
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girder properties, a small truss-type girder with no web
was also built and tested.
For all of the Series I girders, the length of stiffening
material was held constant at 220 inches. tt It consisted
of 3 x 1/.-inch steel plate and the angles of the inclined
stiffeners were chosen to give the fixed total of stiffener
length. This amount of stiffening material provided
four pairs of inclined stiffeners for the sixty-three degree
girder (No. I), six pairs for the forty-five degree girder
(No.2), nine pairs of vertical stiffeners for the conven-
tional girders (Nos. 4 and 5), and finally four pairs of
inclined stiffeners and two pairs of vertical stiffeners
(at the one-quarter points) for the fifty-five degree
girder (No.3).
Series 1I.-As first planned this series consisted of
only two girders, with a span for each of 10 ft. 6 in.
Specimen 7 had thirteen pairs of vertical stiffeners, while
specimen 6 had five pairs of vertical stiffeners dividing
the web into four panels with a pair of diagonal stiffeners
inclined at an angle of fifty-five degrees to the vertical
in each panel. For these two the length of stiffening
material was held constant at 530 incbes.
Due to the superiority of specimen 1-3, having a com-
bination of vertical and inclined stiffeners, over the
girders having inclined stiffeners only it was decided to
proceed with the former type of design exclusively. As a
consequence in three of the remaining girders in Series
II (10, 11 and 13), a combination of vertical and inclined
stiffeners was used with varying degrees of inclination
making the panel length vary. The remaining girder of
Series II, No. 12 (as shown in Fig. 1), had stiffeners at
tt Except that end stiffeners bad to be damped to the: ends of ,pecimen' 1,
2 aDd 3 to prevent bucklin&, over tbe: reaction points.
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thirty degrees' inclination and no vertical stiffeners.
The results of this test confirmed the observation made
in the Series I tests that a better arrangement of stiffeners
results from a truss formation where the stiffeners are al-
ternately vertical and inclined.
SerUs III.-The final series having a web ratio of
220 should be definitely classed as deep and slender-
webbed. The two girders of this series were made with
the same total length of stiffening material. Specimen
8 had vertical and inclined stiffeners while specimen
9 had vertical stiffeners only.
Trusses.-A truss was prepared for each of these
series. The Series I truss (Fig. Ib) was similar in de-
sign to the fifty-five degree girder with two exceptions:
it had no web, and it did have center line and end ver-
ticals. The details of the truss are given in Fig. 2. The
designed ultimate load was 100,000 lb. As for the
Series I truss, the Series II and III trusses were similar
in design to the corresponding fifty-five degree girder.
The designed ultimate load for each was 150,000 lb.
TEST PROCEDURE
A test for similarity was made on most of the girders
where fabrication procedure did not interfere. In a
preliminary stage of construction, after the flanges had
been welded to the web, each girder was given a load-de-
flection test as a check on the uniformity of the girders.
In the first series this test was made when the girder
was entirely unstiffened, while in the other series three
pairs of vertical stiffeners were added before this test was
made. The results showed that there was a close agree-
ment between the griders, indicating that any difference
in the load-carrying ability ilf the completed girder could
be ascribed to the positioning of the stiffeners.
After each girder was tested for deflection under low
loads to ascertain similarity, - the fabrication was com-
pleted and the girders tested to failure. All tests were
carried on in an 'Olson, four-screw, 300,OOO-lb, testing
machine. The load was applied to the girder at mid-
span through a spherical bearing block, a roller and a
plate. The reactions were taken by knife edges. Some
of the details can be seen in Fig. l.
Gage lines for a ten-inch Whittemore strain gage were
put on every girder at strategic points such as on the top
and bottom flanges at mid-span, and on all vertical and
inclined stiffeners for half a girder. In the case of the
\'ertically stiffened girders, it was felt that sufficient
data would be obtained from gage lines on end, center
line and quarter-point stiffeners.
Beam deflections were obtained by Ames dials set at
mid-span and at points as near the end reactions as
practical (about 4 inches). All deflections were read from
the under side of the bottom flange, and as a result the
load-deflection curves in this paper give the net de-
flection for the lower flanges. In some cases, due to
local crippling, the upper flanges deflected much more
than i'ldicated by the load-deflection curves.
The load was applied in increments up to failure.
For the smaller girders, the load increment was 8000
lb., but for the larger girders it was taken as 16,000 lb.
to a load of about 100,000 lb. and then continued up in
SOOO-ib. increments. All tests started with an initial
load of 1000 lb.
The vertically stiffened girders were subjected to a
special series of tests. As a preliminary to the final test
to failure, tests were made with but a portion of the·
vertical stiffeners in place, the purpose being to study the
efficacy of vertical stiffeners in preventing web buckling.
The first special test was made with vertical stiffeners
at reaction points and at mid-span, and when web
buckling seemed considerable, as indicated by Ames
dials, the test was stopped. Then more stiffeners were
welded in, reducing the panel length to one-half or one-
third its original length, and another test was made.
Finally all the stiffeners were attached and the girder
destroyed. In each case, buckling of the web and an
increase in the rate of change of deflection were taken as
signs of imminent failure.
RESULTS OF TESTS
The results of the investigation are given in Table l.
Note that initial web buckling appeared in a variety of
places. It was as likely to be found in the end panel as
in the middle panels. Note, also, that except for girders
I-I and II-12 (a type of girder not found to be best) all
stiffeners either did not buckle or else buckled after
high loads were reached. It was noted by the writers
that the compressive unit stresses in all cases where
stiffeners buckled were in the yield-point range when
buckling of the web also took place.
The comparison of the various girders as given by the
load-deflection curves in .Figs. 3, 5 and 9 shows that the
first objective of this research, namely, increasing the
load-carrying ability of a girder by inclining alternate
stiffeners, was attained. It may also be noted, in study·
ing Fig. 11 that when the work of fitting and welding
of the stiffeners in place is considered, it is no harder
to put in the inclined stiffeners than to put in the ver-
tical ones.
Comparative Girder Loa4s.-In Table 2 the comparison
.of load per pound of girder is shown for those girders of
each series that had the same spans. In order not to
make falsely high claims for the girders with inclined
stiffeners the comparison was based on balanced de-
signs, that is, for those girders which failed under rela-
tively low loads, thereby causing low flange stress at
ultimate load, the required flange areas were computed
that would have given yield-point stresses as the ulti-
mate girder loads were reached. Also, in the vertically
stiffened girders, the size of the stiffeners was adjusted.
These adjustments in the areas and weights of the
girders supposedly would have no influence on the ulti-
mate loads obtained in the tests. In this manner a
balanced design was made for each girder and a fairer
comparison made.
As mentioned previously, the combination of vertical
and inclined stiffeners as typified by specimen 3, Series
,
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TABLE 1 R£50LTS or TE5TS
GIRDER INITIAL INITIAL WEB INITIAl5TiFHNER ULTIMATE GIRDER'TYP[5STRI1IN LINES BUCKLING· BUCKLING LOAD °
Number Type lood-IIJS. tocoilon load-/bs. locoflen Lood-Ibs. oGOf,on Pounds
I-I 3 4~000 0 4/,000 ® 51000 @ 89,300 t
1-2 3 4~000 @) None None 89,000
[-J I"" 56.000 0 73,000 <2> 10J,00C @ /12,000 ~~.[-4 2 3qOOO 0 55,000 ®Q)@) 49,000 @) 56,700 ®@
IS 2- 2~OOO 0 4S}000 ',4/IP4'1e1. None .5/,900 III-6 I 65,000 0 91000 1.4/1!tJnels 145,000 @) /4~OOO TYPE 1
01 2 46,000 General 7~OOO 0@ None 80,000 I
11M I 8~000 ~ 12/,000 ® None 206.000 m:EI:JMm-9 2 .57,000 @ 80,000 1,411Panels 84000 ~® 86,000II-IO I 65,000 @ @ None None /60.000
II-II I 91000 Q) 15~OX 0 177,000 All /88,000 TYPE 2. I
1HZ 3 65,000 @ 8/,000 1411,'bnef:; 83,000 @ 101000
Il-/3 I 15/,000 0@@) None None 26~OOO
TRuss I No IWeb 42,{)()0 E 9Z000 Q)(2) 32.000 ~/~011 Cot'_ch.TRuss II I 65,000 0" chord 142,000 Sfr. Lines /41000No Web @dl(;gOl'lQ/S o ;TRuss III No (,..,eb 13?000 @", chom~ 145,000 @)"B.dr/r" /45,000clI09Olfol:.
TYPE 3. I
"f' 03 n :1'ftj iI:t~r. ~vt ,Jp.5°wh~ 9/r d~r c/)ntm .e.' tod fled ,,, f tl1f1''Z!l oJ/dlon, IOod.
I, showed such superior qualities to the girders of Series
I that had only inclined stiffeners (Nos. 1 and 2), that
the former type was adopted as standard. The idea of
working up a design method for the inclined stiffeners
Table 2-Efficiency of Girders
Load Compara-
Actual Adjusted Ultimate per Lb. tive
Weight, Weight, Load, Weight, Efficiency,
Girder Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Per Cent
1"1 287 260 89,300 343 103.1'
1'2 287 257 89,000 347 104.4·
1-3 287 296 112,000 379 114.0'
1-4 287 168 56,700 337 101.3'
1-5 287 158 51,900 328 98.7'
11-6 805 747 148,000 198 107.6t
11-7 805 433 80,000 184 100.0
·111-8 1157 1310 206,000 157 113..81
111-9 1081 620 86,000 138 100.0
• Comparison with average of 1-4 and 1·5 which had vertical
stiffeners only.
t Comparison with II-7, which had vertical stiffeners only.
t Comparisor:t with III-9. which had vertical stiffeners only.
alone was abandoned. It is noted, however, that speci-
mens 1 and 2, although less strong than 3, showed defi-
nitely higher strength than the vertically stiffened
girders, 4 and 5,
Web Buckling.-Observations of the girder loads
causing buckling of the webs were made for three pur-
poses: The primary pUTP.ose was to secure data for de-
termining the critical buckling stresses in girders where
each panel is divided in two by a diagonally placed pair
of stiffeners, This. is covered in the appendix, The
second purpose was to check up on the Timoshenko
formulas for critical buckling stresses of rectangular
plates when subjected to shear or flexure or to a combi-
nation of the two. The third purpose was to justify the
amount of stiffener material used in the vertically stif-
fened girders (1-4 and 1-5, II-7 and III-g).
In the general case of a plate girder, according to Timo-
shenko, the. web is divided into panels by vertically
placed stiffeners, and three conditions of stress are
liable to be critical and to cause the web plate to buckle:
I. At the supports, where the shearing force is large,
and the plate may be considered as being subjected to
uniform shear,
2. At mid-span of the girder, the bending stresses
are high, and the plate may be considered as being sub-
jected to bending stresses.
3. At some intermediate point, shear stress and bend-
ing assume equal importance and so it becomes necessary
to consider them both acting on the plate.
The girders in this research were rather unique in that
they were subjected to uniform shear over the entire
span and therefore, in the middle panels the third con-
dition obtained, while in the end panels the first condi-
tion, or shear only, obtained.
Several points of difference between theory and actu-
ality must be remembered at this point because they
undoubtedly explain discrepancies in the results. In the
first place, the flanges for all vertically stiffened girders
were overdesigned, which would add a bit of strength
to the girder that it might not otherwise have. Second,
the conditions at the edges of a theoretical simply sup-
ported rectangular plate are markedly different from the
edge conditions in a panel of the girder. The edges of
the theoretical plate are considered unrestrained while
actually the edge conditions in the girder are somewhat
different, The edges in contact with the stiffeners
would probably be partially restrained, out at the
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6.2
7.3
7.34
7.34
6.1
9.42
6.6
6.1
7.1
6.&
Thickness,
t-In.
'/.
'/.
'/.
'/.
'/.
'/.I/.
'/.
'/.
'/.
Panel Dimensions
Length,
b-ln.
36
18
9
9
63
21
10.5
82.5
41.25
13.75
Height,
h-ln.
12.75
12.75
12.75
12.75
21.25
21.25
21.25
27.5
27.5
27.5
Girder
1-5 (A)
1-5 (B)
1-5 (C)
1-4 (C)
II-7 (A)
II-7 (B)
II-7 (C)
III-9 (A)
III-9 (B)
III-9 (C)
Table 3-Comparison of Critical Bucklinq Stresa by Tlmoahanko Formula with Avaraqe Shear Stresa in Web at Bucklinq
Loads on Test Girders Havinq Vertical Stiffeners
Critical Observed Average
Stress Buckling Shear Stress
S" - Load, P (K . ).
K. s. i. • Kips "'" 21ii . S. 1.
16.3 39 12.2
19.2 40 12.5
38.4t 49 15.3
38.4t 55 17.3
5.75 49 8.8
9.1 60 10.8
25.5t 79 14.2
3.43 49 7.1
3.99 57' 8.3
14.0 80 11.6
• K. s. i. = Kips per square inch. .
t Above yield point in shear. hence mythical value only
flanges the conditions more nearly approach fixed edges.
Some of the shear was carried by the flanges, but this
was counterbalanced by the fact that the thickness of
the web plates ran slightly less than '/. inch.
For all cases, the critical· stress in the plate may be
represented by the formula:
k,,'Et'
Sa = 12h'(1-v')
where S = critical buckling stress
k" constant dependent on ratio of width to
height of plate and is given approxi-
mately for rectangular plates by the
formula: k = 5.35 + 4h'/b'. For tri-
angular-shaped web plates the values
have been worked out by Professor
Reynolds in the appendix.
E. modulus of elasticity (30,000,000 psi for
steel)
h height of panel or plate (inches)
b - width of panel or plate (inches)
v Poisson's ratio (0.3 for steel)
t thickness of plate
NOTE: For girders having only vertical stiffeners,
if b< h, substitute b for h in formula for Sa' and in
formula for k interchange band h.
Considering shear as the only force acting on the end
panels of the girders with vertical stiffeners only, the
critical stresses have been computed and are shown in
Table 3. These values should agree with the average
shear-stress values in the last column except for the
starred values where failure should be by shear rather
than by buckling.
It is noted that there is poor agreement between the
test results and theory. Niles and NewelF and also
Timoshenko' in their books indicate that other tests
likewise fail to agree well with theory. The supposition
DeFLECTION· /0' in.
r .... 3
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is that the assumptions made are not valid. A similar
study was made for the third condition where combined
shear and flexural stress are found at mid-span, but with
no better results. It was observed, in making the tests,
that buckling was as likely to take place in the end panels
as in the middle panels where, in theory, higher web
stresses should obtain.
Effect of Stiffeners on Web Buckling.-It is a known
fact, and is confirmed in our tests, that intermediate
stiffeners do not effect much. increase in buckling re-
.istance of a web unless the spacing is made less than the
"eb height. Note in Table 3 (next to last column) the
smalI gains in web strength from I-5(A) to I-a(B) where
the panel length in both tests exceeded the weQ height.
Similar small gains are noten for II-7 (A) and II-7 (B) and
for III-9(A) and III-9(B). On the other hand, where
the panel length is reduced to less than the" web height
(compare the (e) test with the corresponding (B) test in
each series) a marked gain in strength is obtained.
Theory confirms the statements just made. In the for-
mula for critical buckling stress in a plate subjected to
shear,
k1r'Et'
Su = 12h'(1-v')
h is assumed to be less than b. If the reverse is true, b
must be substituted for h in the formula, and in deter-
mining the value of k the formula should read:
k = 5.35 + 4h'Ih'
Stiffener Stresses.-Formulas for apportioning the shear
between the web and the inclined stiffeners and for com-
puting the unit stress in the inclined stiffeners are de-
veloped in the appendix. They are as follows:
V
V_. = a sin 2a cos a
1 +
V.. = V
1 + a.Sht
a sin 2a cos a
S S. sin 2a h S V_.
.. =~were .=7It
The notation is given in the appendix.
To prove that these formulas give results in agreement
with the test results, Table 4 is presented. It was men-
tioned previously that it was discovered when testing
the Series I girders that the combination of inclined and
vertical stiffeners (1-3) proved definitely superior to in-
clined stiffeners only (1-2). A weak section in the web
may be observed in girder 1-2, Fig. I, between the upper
end of one stiffener and the lower end of the adjacent one
(due to high tension). This weak section probably would
not appear at working loads, therefore the formula for
S.. can be tested nearly as well on the girders having
inclined stiffeners ol)ly; this is seen to be true in Table 01.
Figures 4 to 9, inclusive, show the stresses observed
in the stiffeners in the tests. Observe that the stresses
in the vertical stiffeners are unimportant. Obsen'e
also that the stress-load relationship for the inclined
stiffeners is approximately a straight line up to roughly
half the ultimate load. Then the web begins to fail to
take its share of the additional load, throwing larger
increments of stress .into the inclined stiffeners. This
suggests the Van der Broek17 method of designing the
girders using the theory of Limit Load. .
Limit Load.-The limit (or ultimate) load will be:
Limit Load = 2V = 2(V••• + V,,)
where V... will be ht times the critical buckling stress
(S,,) or the yield-point stress in shear, S.(,. p. l, which-
ever is the smaller, and where V is the product of the
area of a pair of inclined stiffeners times the yield-point
stress in compression times cos a (the vertical com-
ponent of the total stress in the stiffeners).
Table 5 was compiled to prove the correctness of the
Limit Load method just explained. In computing the
critical buckling stress, which in most cases was less than
the yield-point stress in shear, recourse was had to
Prof. Reynolds' computations of values of k for tri-
angular plates subjected to shear.
To facilitate the solution of the equation
k1r'Et'
S" = 12h'(1-v')
the curves in Fig. 10 were constructed. With the value
of k determined from Table A-II and with hit known
enter the chart and read S", Then V••• = htS".
According to theory, the width to thickness ratio for
outstanding legs of angles of sixteen or less is considered
S..
from
Tests
15.000
13,000
13,000
16.400
14,000
1O,(J()()
14.200
11,400
10,500
12,700
13,700
9,700
12,100
9.740
10,400
10.200
12,700
8,280
s. ~-~
hi
Psi
1 + a sin 2« cos a Design V· V"'sbt
Cos a O.8hi Kips Kips
Girders having combination of vertical and inclined stiffeners
0.574 0.612 30.15 18.45
0.574 . 0.663 38.95 28.85
0.454 0.658 41.95 27.60
0.707 0.601 49.90 30.00
0.866 0.486 69.45 33.75
0.574 0.601 47.45 28.50
0.940
0.940
0.809
1.000
0.866
0.940
Sin2a
55
55
63
45
30
55
a Deg.Girder
1-3
II-6
II-IO
II-n
II-13
1II-8
Table 4-Comparison of Computed Stresses with Observed Stresses in Girders with Inclined Stiffeners at Design Loads
<UItirnate/2)
1
• A Half the Limit Load, P = 2(V. + V,,), from Table V.
f V.. .V . See appendix for derivation.
1 + a SIn 2acos a
a.8hl
t S., '= S. sin 20. See appendix for derivation.
0.8
I-I
1-2
II-12
63
45
30
0.809
1.000
0.866
0.454
0.707
0.866
Girders having inclined stiffeners only
0.699 22.15 15.46
0.546 22.25 12.28
0.587 26.75 15.70
9.700
7,700
5,910
9.820
9,630
6,400
11.800
8,600
6.000
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safe. In these tests it was found that the plate stiffeners
with such a ratio were also reasonably safe; and, although
they buckled in a few cases (specimens 11-(;, II-I I) before
the ultimate load of the girder was attained, it is noted
that they had exceeded the yield-point stress before
such buckling took place. In certain cases in Series I
(specimens 1 and 3), where t.he ratio was twelve, buck-
hng occurred too, but here It must be noted that the
stiffeners were immediately under the concentrated
center load. In the design of the stiffeners, the inter-
mittent welding was so spaced that an Ilr of the stiffen-
ers between the welds of less than forty was main-
tained.
DESIGN METHOD
In designing girders having a combination of inclined
and vertical stiffeners as already indicated the method
Fkmge Stresses.-From the load-stress curves, Figs.
!; to 9, it can be seen that there is good agreement be-
tween the computed flange stress and the actual. For
the vertically stiffened girders, the flange stresses are
low, checking the overdesign already mentioned. In the
case of many of the girders with inclined stiffeners (1-:1,
II-G, II-10, I1-n, etc.) the inereased strength resulting
from the inclination of the stiffeners produeed stresses
in the flanges above the yield point at ultimate loads.
Deflections.-The load-deflection curves, Figs. :1 and
5 to 9, show decisively the increase in strength effected
by inclining the stiffeners. Note that for specimens II·G
and I1-l3, Figs..') and '8, the load-deflection curves for
several other specimens have been included so that a
ready comparison may be made between the types of
girders. A similar comparison is shown on the curve
for I1I-fl, Fig. 9. Since the span for specimen I1-l:j
differed from those for I1-7 and I1-IZ an adjusted load-
deflection curve was constructed on the assumption that
the deflection varies as the span. It is noted that the
trusses for all three series do not show as much stiffness
as the corresponding girders.
Trusses.-A few words about the trusses are in order.
They were designed for ultimate loads of 100,000 lb. for
the Series I truss and 150,000 lb. for the Series II and
III trusses. The actual ultimate loads were as follows:
Series I truss-92,OOO lb.
Series II truss-14.'),000 lb.
Series III truss-145,000 lb.
In the three trusses tested, there were no weld failures,
but it should be observed that some of the welds assume
a much greater importance for the truss than they do
for the girder. The writers found it easier to fabricate
the girders than the trusses.
An attempt was made to compare the fabrication costs
of the trusses with the corresponding girders.. Difficulty
was encountered due to the small sizes of the welds re-
quired for the girders (lIs-in. fillet welds), and the re-
sults, favorable to the girders, are not to be trusted. For
comparison purposes a design was made of a truss with
a ninety-foot span and loaded in the same manner as the
girders in Example 1 of the Design section. The re-
sulting weight was 38.9 kips as compared with 49.:J
kips for the best girder design. More welding was re-
quired on the girder. However, in spite of these handi-
caps girders will probably continue to be popular due to
their ease of fabrication and to sundry other reasons.
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Table S-Cornparison of Computed Limit Loads with Results of Tests
V••• t V.,t P=2(V.+ V,,) Test P
Girder h b hlb k hit $" (Psi) Kips Kips Kips Kips
1-3 12.75 18.0 0.68 14.6 102 20,000' 31. 9 28.4 120.6 112*1
II-6 21.25 31.5 0.68 14.6 170 13,700 36.4 37.. 9 148.6 148*2
II-lO 36.6 0.58 14.4 13,500 35.9 44.9 161.6 160*a
II-l! 21.2 1.00 19.3 18,100 48.1 46.7 189.6 188*3
II-13 12.5 1. 75 20,000' 53.1 85.8 277.8 265*3,"
1II-8 27.50 41.1 0.68 14.6 220 8,400 28.9 64.0 185.8 206
• Failure by shear, not buckling.
t V. = $"ht.
+ V _ 33,ooo'a'cos a.
+ ., - 1000
*1 Local failure caused early ultimate. On retest with an additional stiffener to prevent local crippling, load reached 127 k.
• 2 Failing in all parts, Le., web yielding in shear. web buckling, inclined stiffeners buckling, and flanges yielding.
• a Flang~s exceeded yield-point stress. No web buckling.
•• Capacity of machine exceeded-test stopped.
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Girder Design: Example 1
38,320 lb.
16,650 lb.
54,970 lb.
117 in.
"/llin.
55,400 lb.
Total
Flanges
Web
Vertical Stiffeners
Only
9Oin.
th.in.
57,300 lb.
Adopt t = '/ IS in. and carry the extra
shear in the first panel by means of the
inclined stiffeners as follows:
Required area of a pair of stiffeners =
a = V.,/(S•• cos a) where V" = (2 X
368,200) - 588,000 = 148,400 lb.
S., = 33,000 psi = limiting compressive
strength of the stiffeners.
cos", = 0.555 for this case.
148,400 8 I .
:. a = 33,000 cos", = . sq. m.
Use pair of plate stiffeners, each (i by
'/, in. for the end panel.
Minimum size of stiffener by Hl31 A. R. E. A.
specifications = 6 by 'I. in., but suggest
specifying 6 by l/,_in. stiffeners for the
remaining panels.
If 18-in. flange plates are to be used the per-
missible stress in compression (1931 A. R.
E.A.) =
S. = 16,000 .:... 1501/b = 14,500 psi.
S. for lower flange = 16,009 psi.
A M A •••
'·..··=/is-T
• 9,:l5:3,i;00 X 12
A (upper flange) = 120 X 14,500
120 X '/.. "3" .(; = " ._ sq. m.
Believing it undesirable to have flange
plates over 2 in. thick the following is speci-
fied for the top flange: I plate 18 x 11/, in.-
full length; 1 plate J() x 1'/. in.-58 ft. Iong'.
) 9,:35:3";00 X 12 A •••A (lower flange = 120 X Hi,OOO - G =
47.2 sq. in.
Use: I plate 18 by 1'/, in.-fulliength,
I plate 16 by 1'/, in.-54 ft. long.
Total flange weight. . . . . . . . .. = 24,:>40 lb.
Total web weight (not includ-
ing splice) .... ' = 24,480 Ib,
Total = 49,:~20 lb.
Comparison of Girder Design_Problem 1
Inclined and Vertical
Stiffeners
Load Limit Method
90 in. 120 in.
1/, in. . 'I.. in.
56,200 lh. 49,320 lb.
Step 8.
Step 7.
Step 6.
h
t
Total Weight
The 90-ft. girder was redesigned, for comparison pur-
poses, with vertical stiffeners only for values of h =
90 in. and 117 in. (best height). The results are sum-
marized in the table. It is noted that for the uneco-
nomical height of 90 iIi. there is practically no advantage
in using the inclined stiffeners, but at the "best heights"
the saving in weight is over three tons or 11 per cent of
the total weight.
This shows that 120 in. must be very close to the best
height as regards efficiency. An earlier trial of h =
90 in. resulted in the following uneconomical proportions.
Total Moments
Distance Moment
from End in Lb.·Ft.
15 ft. 5,418,500
30 ft. 8,474,000
45 ft. 9,353,500
368,200
241,850
135,100
Try height, h = 120 in.
Panel length, b = 180 in.
h/b = 0.67
k = k, + 0.2(k. - k,)
Using Table A-II from the appendix
k = 11.3 + 0.2(27.7 - 11.3) = 14.6.
Multiply given shears by 2 to get limit shears.
Try t = '/1. in., then hit = 214.
Enter chart, Fig. 10, with hit = 214, and
k = 14.6 to read Su = 8700 psi.
Limit shear of web plate = V... = ht Su =
120 X '/.. X 8700 = 588,000 lb.
This limit shear is greater than the given
limit shears for all panels except the first
one. '
Panel
End
2nd
3rd
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Solution:
Step 1.
Required: To design one girder of a ·90-ft. span
through girder railroad bridge for type "E" engine
loading. It was decided to have six panels at fifteen
feet and to use the 1931 A. R. E. A. specifications. The
following is, a summary of the girder loads:
Total Shears
(Dead, Live and Impact)
Shear
in Lb.
of "Limit Design"" may be used to advantage. The
details of welding the stiffeners are shown in Fig. 11 and
needs no further comment.
Given: Span, and the shear and moment curves.
Solution:
1. Establish trial height and panel length. Panel
length will probably be established within a small
range through consideration of economy of the
floor system. Assume b > h in the remaining
steps of the design.
2. Multiply the shears at the various panel points by
the adopted factor of safety to determine the
limit shears.
3. Establish a trial thickness (I) of web plate making
sure that hit does not exceed 220 (the limit in
this investigation).
4. Compute h/b and k and enter chart, Fig. 10, to
find Suo
5. Compute the limit shear of the web plate V... =
hlSu '(a) If V... is greater than the given limit shear,
reduce t, if permitted, and recompute.
(b) If V••• is less than the given limit shear, in-
crease t or design stiffeners in the end panel
to carry the difference. See example which
follows..
6. Determine minimum size of plate stiffeners:
(a) According to the 1935 A. R. E. A. code make
width of stiff~ners at least 2 inches + :0 and
. stiffener width
thIckness at least J() .
(b) A. I. S. C. does not specify the minimum size
of stiffener.
'. Design flanges in customary manner.
8. Determine weight of flanges and weight of web
plus stiffeners. If one is greater than the other
the design is not economical and should be
modified if possible.
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Fig. 9
Girder Design: Problems 2 and 3
Problem 2. Design a girder of 60-ft. span to carry a
single concentrated load of 300,000 lb.
at mid-span.
Problem 3. Same as problem 2 but reduce span to
30 ft.
Since the design details follow the same pattern as for
problem 1 only the final results will be shown. It is
noted that, for the 50-ft. span girders, 1380 lb. (or 6.3
per cent) were saved by using the inclined stiffeners.
The saving in weight could have been increased to 1740
lb. (8 per cent) by adopting 5 by 3I.-in. stiffeners for the
girder with inclined stiffeners excepting for 5 by 11,-in.
inclined stiffeners in the first panel. For the shorter
span of problem 3, 530 lb. (8 per cent) were saved.
ReSults-Design Problems 2 and 3
Problem 2 Problem 3
Inclined Inclined
Vertical and Vertical and
Stiffeners Vertical Stiffeners Vertical
Only Stiffeners Only Stiffeners
Height (h) 85 in. 84 in. 70 in. 72 in.
Web thickness
t l/t in . a/.io. t/nin. 3/a in.
Stiffeners 6 x sis in. 6 x slain. 6 x 3/ain. 6 x 3/a in.
Weight of
stiffeners 1660 lb. 1550 lb. 920 lb. 770 lb.
Weight of web 8680 lb. 6430 lb. 3130 lb. 2750 lb.
Web total 10,340 lb. 7980 lb. 4050 lb. 3520 lb.
Weight of
flange 11,370 lb. 12,270 lb. 3770 lb. 3670 lb.
Girder total 21,710 lb. 20,250 lb. 7820 lb. 7190 lb.
As a result of these design studies it became evident
if real economy is to be obtained that:
1. The designer must be allowed to find the most
. economical height of girder. If there is a limitation on
height of girder little or no saving in weight of girder
may be obtained.
2. The span or load must be so great that the height
of web will exceed, say, six feet. Greatest economy is
obtained when the web thickness of girders having the
orthodox vertical stiffeners only is great due to the
limitation of the hit ratio to 160 (A. 1. S. C.) or 170
(A.R. E.A.).
CONCLUSIONS
1. It has been shown in this investigation that girders
having vertical stiffeners at the panel points and diago-
nally placed stiffeners, placed in the direction of the
compressive stresses in the web, are more efficient than
girders having vertical stiffeners only. It is acknowl-
edged that the economy is particularly worth while for
long girders, say, over eighty feet in span.
2. It is felt that fabrication costs of the new type
girder, compared to the old method, are neither raised
nor lowered.
3. The design method which has been presented has
a good theoretical basis and can be applied with dispatch.
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V
1 + a sin 2" cos "
O.8ht
and for the stiffeners
APPENDIX
S, sin 2".
-(f.8
V.b cos"~' may be re-ex-
S.b cos" f h' h S~ romWlC .t
Notation:
V = total shear in pounds.
V.'b = total shear in pounds carried by the web plate.
V.. = total shear in pounds carried by the inclined
stiffeners.
k = panel height in inches.
t = panel thickness in inches.
a = sectional area of a pair of stiffeners in square
inches.
" = angle of inclination of tbe inclined stiffeners
(see sketch).
v
V.. = -'----'---;O""'.8"k"7t--
I + a sin 2" COS"
APPENDIX
(By Prof. Reynolds)
Now the expression, 604;:0". =
pressed
where S, = V.lkt.
Also: ~"... = E ~;' " for the inclined stiffener where
S=~'
d a cos a'
bS..
"Esina=
2V..b
aE sin 2"aE sin aeos a
~. = total stress X length·
dUI,. area X E
V.,b
If E. = ME,
Now V = V + V = ~"...ktE. + ~"...aE sin 2"
... bcos" 2b
V = ~d;•••E [OAkt + a sin 2"J
b cos" 2
Proof that V... = . V and S.. = S, sin 2".
1 + a Sin 2" cos" ----O:S-.
0.8t
Consider cantilever plate of dimensions k, band t,
subjected to a load, V. The deflection due to shear
is given by ~ = :e~: from which the diagonal length
AB becomes AB,. The change in length, AB - AB"
is, very closely,
Vb cos " V sin "
Udio,," = UCOS a =~ =~
If there is a pair of diagonal stiffeners, AB, in addition
to the plate, the shortening of the stiffener wiU just
equal the shortening ~"... and the V will be divided
into the portion, V.'b' carried by the web and V", the
portion carried by the stiffeners. In this case
~"... V.b cos"~
CanceUing out ~7;.E,
V. OAktlcos"
V OAkt + a sin 2"
cos" 2
• See any text on Mecba.nics of Materials.
_._-
1 + a sin 2" COS"
0.8kt
y
~
h
It is the purpose of the present section of this paper
to discuss theoretical buckling stresses for the triangular
section of a web in the built-up girder bounded by a
flange, a vertical stiffener and an inclined stiffener by
assuming a shape for the bUCkling mid-section of the
web section. The equations defining the surfaces for
the different possible buckling shapes assumed wiU be
such as meet more or less exactly the conditions that
exist at the boundary of the triangular section. Pro-
vision is made for complete or partial fixity at aU edges
and for fixity at the flanges with complete or partial
fixity along the stiffeners.
Critical stresses are derived upon the assumption that
the simpler surfaces assumed are those meeting the
requirement that the excess of the work of bending over
tbat of the energy of bending is larger than would be
true for any other surface of deformation. This pro-
cedure gives values not less than the critical stresses for
buckling. The stresses thus derived, for different simple
surfaces, are compared with each other and with observed
buckling stresses.
Supposing W to represent the deflection measured
perpendicularly to any point (x, y) from the unstressed
position of the inidsection of the web, let W" Woo, w."
etc., represent, respectively, the partial derivative of w
with respect to x, the second partial derivative of w
with respect to x, the second partial derivative with
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(A-2)
~f fw.w,dxdy
f fw,,'dxdy
f fw.,'dxdy
I, so that equation
for comparison when there are two bulges in the deflected
surface and hinged edges.
We can put the critical stress formula (A-2) in the
form
(A-4)k..'EI; (I)"S" = 12(1 - v')' Ii
by making the substitutions:
b'I, = 2p..'hI,
h'I. = 2r..'bI,
bhI. = q..'I,
(3 = hlb
Then k will have the value
k = (3(p(3' + q + rl(3') (A-a)
There will be a minimum value, km , of k yielding a
minimum value of S", given by (3m' = V q' + 12pr - q.
(IP
The values of km for the different surfaces of deflection
will be a basis for judging which is most likely to occur.
In Table A-I are given the values found for p, q, r, (3m
and km for the eight deflections, WI to W ••
respect to x and y, etc. Then the condition for buckling
will be given.by
-I/,f f(N.w.' + N.w,' + 2N. w.w.)dxdy =
I/,Df f{(w.. + w,,)' - 2(1'- v)(Wzow" -w.,')}dxdyU
(A-I)
in which N. and N, are the stresses parallel, respec-
tively, to the x and y axes, and N., is the shear per unit
length in the web. The value of v = 11m (Poisson's
ratio) is taken to be 0.3. D = EI'/12(1 - v') in which
E is Young's modulus and 1 the thickness of the web.
The value of E used is 30,000,000 psi.
Experiments show that a close approximation to the
state of stress in the web is that of constant shear. It
is, therefore, first assumed that N., is constant, N. = 0
and N. = 0 in equation (A -I). This gives a value of
N.. taken to be the critical value for the surface of
deflection under consideration.
A study of the effect of moment in the web is made by
assuming a straight line distribution of stress given by
N. = ~ (2y - h) and combining this with N ••, a con-
stant. There is thus obtained some idea of the effect of
any existing moment upon the critical buckling stress in
the web. In the expression for N .. h is the height of the
web and S the stress in lb. per sq. in. at the juncture
with the flange.
To simplify the notation we make the following sub-
stitutions in which the limits of integration for y are 0
and hxlb and for x are 0 and b:
II = -ffN;w.' dx iiy I, =
I, = f fw•.'dxdy h=
I, = j fw••w" dx dy I, =
In all the cases considered I, =
(A-I) reduces to
2I,N.. = D(I, + 21. + I.)
when buckling takes place under constant shear, and to
21,N.. = D(I, + 21. + I.) - II (A-3)
when moment in the web is taken into account. In any
case the critical stress, Su, is given by Su = N ..II.
The eight possible surfaces considered are
WI = c.sin"xlb.sin ..ylh.sin ..(xlb -.ylh)
c(hx - by)
w, = bh' y sin .. xlb
c(x - b)
w, = --w- y(hx - by)
w. = d sin'''Ylh.sin ..xlb.siri ..(xlb - ylh)
w= c(hx - by) y' sin ..xlb
, bh'
w, = c(x - b) y'(hx - by)
. b'h' .
c(x - b)
w, =~ y(2x - b)(hx - by)
tva = csin' ..xlb.sin'''Ylh.sin' ..(xlb - ylh)
It will be seen that 'Wh w, and w, provide for hinged edges
on all boundaries and one bUlge in thedeflected surface.
The deflections w., w. and w, provide for fixed edges
along the flange (y = 0) and hinged edges at the other
boundaries. Provision is made for fixed edges all around
in w.. These deflections,· also, .have one bulge in the
deflected surface. The other deflection, W7, is inserted
U See "-Theory of Elastic Stability," by S. Timosbenko, p. 325.
Tabl. A·I
For
Value WI WI W, w. w. w, Wr tva
P 4 3.49 6.07 7 6.44 6.08 14.18 11.2
q 4 5.49 6.07 4.67 4.49 10.13 23.64 11.2
r 4 9.69 6.07 4 8.83 12.16 70.92 11.2
~0_0.~0.~0.~0.~0.~1.~0._
km 9.85 18.21 14.95 10.97 17.85 26.40 108.3 27.58
From the values of k., in Table A-I it is obvious that
of the deflections with hinged edges WI is most likely to
occur, and of those with the flange edge fixed. w. is most
likely to occur. It is assumed that for all edges fixed
the deflection tva involving sine waves will be most likely
to occur since this has proved true for the other two
groups. The remainder of this discussion concerns
itself with these three cases. .
In Table A-II are given the values of kl , " • for values
of (3 ranging from 0.20 to 1.60. .
From this table we can provide for a state of partial
fixity lying between being hinged on all edges and totally
fixed on all edges by using a value of k given by k = kl +
f(k, - kl ) in which f has the value zero for hinged edges
and unity for fixed edges. Since k, = 2.8k l , provision
for this assumption could be made by allowing I; in for-
mula (A-4) to vary from I to 2.8.
To make provision for fixed edges along the flanges
and partial fixity along the stiffeners, which most likely
fits the case in hand, we can let k = k. + f(k, - k.) in
whiCh f may have values from zero to unity, zero corre-
• See Proc. A. S. C. E., 66, 33, Jan. 1940.
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Table A-II
iJ k, k. k. (3 k, k. k.
0.20 20.8 21.0 58.2 0.44 11.2 11.7 31.4
0.22 19.1 19.3 53.5 0.46 10.9 11.5 30.5
0.24 17.7 17.9 49.6 0.48 10.7 11.4 30.0
0.26 16.5 16.7 46.2 0.50 10.5 11.2 29.4
0.28 15.5 15.8 43.4 0.60 9.9 11.0 27.7
0.30 14.6 14.9 40.9 0.70 9.9 11.4 27.7
0.32 13.9 14.2 38.9 0.80 10.2 12.3 28.6
0.34 13.3 13.6 37.2 0.90 10.9 13.8 30.5
0.36 12.7 13.1 35.6 1.00 12.0 15.7 33.6
0.38 12.3 12.7 34.4 1.20 15.0 21.0 42.0
0.40 11.9 12.3 33.3 1.40 19.4 28.6 54.3
0.42 11.5 12.0 32.2 1.60 25.3 38.0 70.8
sponding to hinges at the stiffeners, and unity to fixity
at the stiffeners.
By working back from the test results, J was given the
value of 0:2. Thus, the equation, k = k. + 0.2(k8 - k.)
is the suggested method of determining k for the design
problems. Table 5 shows how well this method of
determining k fits the tests of this investigation.
To show the effect of edge restraint in the web panels
Table A-III was prepared for the particular case where
hit = 170 and for l' = I. Equation (A-4) gives S" =
938.2k from which the theoretical buckling stresses for
different 'values of fJ are worked out. In this table L"
L. and L 8 indicate the lower limits of the critical stress,
in kips per sq. in., corresponding to k" k. and k8•
Tabla A-III
(3 L, L, L" (3 L, L. L.
0.20 19.5 19.7 54.5 0.60 9.3 10.3 26.0
0.24 16.6 16.8 46.4 0.70 9.3 10.7 26.0
0.28 14.5 14.8 40.6 0.80 9.5 11.6 26.6
0.32 13.1 13.3 36.6 1.00 11.2 14.7 31.4
0.36 11.9 12.3 33.4 1.20 14.1 19.7 39.5
0.40 11.2 11.5 31.2 1.40 18.2 26.8 51.0
0.50 9.9 10.5 27.6 1.60 23.7 35.6 66.5
When a moment and a shear act upon a panel simul-
taneously, the stresses caused by the moment reduce the
critical buckling stress in the compressive panels. Let
45
fJl, = 2s1, and let S..' be the critical shearing stress
when the web is carrying a stress due to moment given
by N. = ~ (2y - h). Then by equation (A-3)
S,: = s" - sSlfJ (A-6)
For w" s, = 0.207; thus S,: = s" - 0.207SlfJ where
S is the maximum flexural stress as before. In other
words, the critical buckling stress in this case is the
critical buckling stress as if shear alone were acting,
reduced by 0.2071fJ times the maximum bending stress
in the web.
Values of S2, S3 and S8 were found to be O. H3, 0.144
and 0.056, respectively, indicating that edge fixity tends
to reduce this factor. On account of the mathematical
difficulty involved, values of s. and S8 were not computed,
but the above values give some idea of their probable.
range of values.
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ANALYSIS OF BUILDING FRAMES WITH
SEMI-RIGID CONNECTIONS
BY BRUCE JOHNSTON. 1 Assoc. M. AM. SOC. C. E .• AND
EDWARD H. MOUNT. 2 ESQ.
SYNOPSIS
Methods applicable to the analysis of building frames with semi-rigid
riveted or welded connections between the beams and columns are presented
in this paper. The methods of analysis are too complex for ordinary design
use, but the writers have presented simple design procedures, based on these
methods of analysis, elsewhere (2) (3),3 and have made them expeditious by
the use of charts and diagrams. Such design methods effect permissible
economy in the required beam sizes, made possible by considering the partial
restraint afforded by standard or near standard connections, particularly
riveted or welded connections of the top and seat angle type.
This paper also presents test results of a welded building frame that cor-
roborate the methods of analysis. A study of the effect of neglecting the
width of members in the analysis is presented. ("Member width" is used
in this paper to indicate column width or beam depth, as the frame is viewed
in elevation.) The essential features of the methods of analysis have been
presented elsewhere (1) (13) (14), and it is the intention of the writers to
modify them slightly so as to simplify the technique by conforming in every
way to the usual slope-deflection and moment-distribution procedures.
INTRODUCTION
The design of the steel frames that form the skeleton of multiple-story
steel buildings is usually based upon certain simplifying assumptions, chief .
of which are: (a) For the purpose of beam design the beam-column connect'ions
NOTE.-Written comments are invited for immediate publication; to insure publication the Illst
discussion should be submitted by July 15. 1941.
1 Asst. Director, Fritz Eng. Laboratory,.Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa.
• With Dravo Corp.; formerly Am. Welding Soc. Research Fellow at Fritz Eng. Laboratory, Lehigh
Univ., Bethlehem, Pa.
'Numerals in parentheses, thus: (2) (3), refer to corresponding numbers in the Bibliography; see
Appendix.
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are assumed to be pin connections, or simple supports; (b) columns are designed
without attempting to evaluate the moments introduced by frame action;
and (c) the beam-column connections are assumed to be rigid in calculating
stresses due to lateral or wind loads.
These assumptions have afforded a means of rapid design calculation.
Riveted building frames constructed on the basis of these design assumptions
have proved to be safe and reliable, but there remains the possibility of achiev-
ing greater economy through the use of more nearly correct design assumptions.
According to the British investigations (1), an average saving in the weight of
beams of as much as 20% may be expected by taking advantage of the partial
end restraint of riveted beam-column connections. Welded construction,
with its inherent continuity, also makes similar saving in weight possible.
The basis for the application of more accurate design methods to frames
with semi-rigid connections has already been laid in Great Britain (1) and in
work of a parallel nature in the United States (2) (3) (4). The comparison
of analytical and experimental results presented in this paper was made
possible by the construction and test of a welded building frame with three
bays and two stories. The beam-column connections used in this frame were
of a semi-rigid type previously studied at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory
(2) (5) in connection with research programs sponsored by the American
Welding Society. Similar tests on riveted building frames have been made
in Great Britain (1).
The slope-deflection and moment-distribution methods have as a common
purpose the determination of the bending moments at the ends of the individual
members of a statically indeterminate frame. Both methods in their usual
form are based on the assumption that the deformations of the frames are
caused entirely by bending of the members and that the relation between
bending moment and distortion is given by the beam formula:
M d2y .
E I = dx2' " (1)
The derivation of the beam theory and the assuinptions on which it is based
may be found in any text on the strength of materials.
In 1915 the slope-deflection method was applied in the United States (by
Wilbur M. Wilson and George A. Maney, Members, Am. Soc. C. E.) to the
analysis of wind stresses in tall buildings (6). A more complete treatment
followed in 1918 (by Professor Wilson, with F. E. Richart and Camillo Weiss,
Members, Am. Soc. C. E.) (7), and in 1931 a modification (8) was introduced
by L. T. Evans, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., to take care of members with
varying moments of inertia. The method of moment distribution was first
. presented in mimeographed form by Hardy Cross, M. Am. Soc. C. E., in
1926 (9) (10) (12). Innumerable variations and short cuts have been applied
to the moment-distribution method and, although some of these have merit,
the original method remains the outstanding development in recent times for
rapid and effective analysis of continuous frames. The application of both
the slope-deflection and moment-distribution methods to the analysis of
frames with semi-rigid connections was made by John F. Baker, Assoc. M.
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Am. Soc. C. E. (13). The width of the members and the semi-rigid nature of
the connections' are both taken into account, as it is found that the neglect
of member width gives rise to considerable error, particularly in the case of
analyses of frames with semi-rigid connections.
ANALYSIS OF FRAMES WITH SEMI-RIGID JOINTS
It will be assumed that the reader is already familiar with the usual appli-
cation of the slope-deflection and moment-distribution methods, for which
references are readily available (12) (15) (16) (17). The methods herein
presented are identical in mode of application to the usual simple form, with
the exception that special coefficients must be used in the slope-deflection
equations and for the carry-over and distribution factors in the moment-
distribution method. The following method is identical with that previously
presented by Professor Baker (13) (14) when the width of member is neglected.
When the width of member is considered, the following method differs in two
respects from that of Professor Baker: (a) The interior of the joint between
connections is assumed infinitely rigid, whereas Professor Baker assumes it to
have the same stiffness as the beam; and (b) hypothetical moments are com-
puted at the joint centers by the usual slope-deflection and moment-distribution
procedures, whereas in Professor Baker's method separate expressions are
given for the moment and shear at the connection, or column face, and are
dealt with separately.
The following assumptions apply both to the slope-deflection and to the
moment-distribution relations as herein pr"esented: (a) Members are of uniform
cross section between their end connections; (b) the semi-rigid connection at
the end of a member behaves elastically as defined by the connection constant
1'; and (c) the interior of the joint between connections is assumed to be
infinitely rigid, although free to rotate as a rigid body.
The notation used is shown subsequently in Figs. 5 and 6. The hypo-
thetical moments and shears at the joint centers, when width of column is
considered, are designated by the bar above the letter M or V, thus; M and V.
The "Semi-Rigid" Connection.-The semi-rigid connection may be thought of
as a locally weakened section between the end of the beam and the face of the
column to which the connection is made. The effect on analysis is the inverse
of the effect produced by end. haunches or added cover plates. The typical
test behavior of a riveted or welded connection of this type is shown in Fig. 1,
which presents the plot of the relationship between moment transmitted
through the connection and the angle change between the joint center and the
end of the beam. In the desig~ range the relationship is assumed linear and
the inverse slope is termed the connection constant, 1', thus:
r/> Angle change .
I' = AI = Moment'· ~ (2)
The connection constant I' may be defined as "angle change for unit moment"
and may be determined experimentally by testing typical joints. The vertical
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line through the origin in Fig. 1 would indicate the behavior of a perfectly
fixed connection with 'Y = 0, and the horizontal line would represent the
behavior of a frictionless pin connection, in which case 'Y = 00. Fig. 2(a)
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FIG. l.-TYPlC.'L M-<p RELATION IN THE TE8T OF A WELDED OR RIVETED BEAM-COLUMN CONNECTION
shows the test setup for determining the connection constant at an interior
joint of a frame with beam-to-column-flange connections, and Fig. 2(b) shows
a similar setup to test the connection between a beam and an ext~rior column
2'8"
3'0"If
(a) BEAM TO COLUMN FLANGE CONNECTION
If ~ ~
. (b) BEAM TO EXTERIOR COLUMN WEB CONNECTION
FIG. 2.-TE8T ARRANGEMENT TO DETERMINE CONNE=ON ·CON8TANT8
web. These connections correspond to those used on two frames tested by
the writers. The relative rotation between the ends of the beam and the
center of the column at the joint were measured with a 20-in. level bar which
is shown in Fig. 3 in position for measurement of angle changes of the actual
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test frame. Fig. 4 is a graph within the test-design range of measured angle
change plotted against moment in typical joint tests corresponding to the
actual test frame.
•
FIG. 3.-LE'·EL:'BAR USED TO :l.IE.'SURE ROTATIONS
The Slope-Deflection Equations.-For any individual member of a frame,
the relation between its end moments, the angle changes at each end, and the
angle change of the member as a whole may be expressed by a pair of slope-
deflection equations. For the usually assumed case of uniform beam cross
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FIG.!4.-TEST RESULTS IN DESIGN RANGE FOR TTl'lCAL BEAM-COLUIDi CoNNECTIONS
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and
section, and with rigid end connections, these equations are written:
M AB = 2 E K (20A + OB - 3 R) - M RAB (3a)
MBA = 2EK(20B +OA - 3R) + M RBA (3b)
In Eqs. 3, K = f' in which I = the moment of inertia and l = the length of
the member (distance between joint connections). The angle changes at ends
A and Bare OA and OB; and R = ~ = the angle change of the entire member,
.:1 being the relative lateral displacements of ends A and B. The fixed-end
moments for the lateral loads alone are M RAB and M RBA. The slope-deflection
equations may be derived directly from Eq. 1 or by an application of the
moment-area principles.
~H b~
-fl------[-------4~::..:
I--------L------I
(a) SEMI·RIGID CONNECTIONS AND
FINITE WIDTH OF MEMBER
bAH [-,-------->1-
I--------L------~
(b) DEFORMATION OF MEMBER. WITH SEMI·RIGID
CONNECTIONS AND FINITE JOINT WIDTH
FIG. 5.-DEFORMATION OF MEMBER CONSIDERING SEMI-RIGID CONNECTIONS AND FINITE JOINT WIDTH
Slope-deflection equations such as Eqs. 3 may be derived by similar methods
for members which frame with semi-rigid connections. Fig. 5 shows the
notation used and the geometry of the general deflected curve of any such
member. Note especially Fig. 5(b), which shows the hypothetical moments at
the center of the joint. The slope-deflection equations corresponding to
Eqs. 3 for the hypothetical moments M AB and MBA at the joint centers for
'any member A B, as shown in Fig. 5, may be written:
1 ,.
1 + 2 a + 2 fJ + 3 a fJ [2 E K(CAA OA + CAB OB - CAG R)
- FAA M RAB - FAB MRBAJ - VAB' bAB (4a)
alid
MBA= 1 + 2a + ~J3 + 3 afJ[2E K(CBB OB + CBAOA - eBG R)
+ F BB MRBA + FBA MRABJ + YBA' bBA (4b)
Except for the fact that new coefficients replace the even integer coefficients
in Eqs. 3, the application of Eqs. 4 to any particular problem is identical with
the usual slope-deflection procedure.
In Eqs. 4 the new constants CAA, CAB, CAG, CBB, 'CBA, FAA, FAB, FBA, and
FBB depend on the dimensions of the members and on the value of the joint
constant. Factor K again is given by f' and it should be noted that l is the
length between connections rather than the length between joint centers.
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The connection constants 'YA and 'YB for the connections at the two ends
of the beam are introduced into new constants a and fJ by the relations (1):
a = 2 E K 'Y A (5a)
and
fJ=2EK'YB (5b)
~M = 0 (6a)
and, for story equilibrium,
The fixed-end moments for a member with fixed, rigidly connected, ends
of span length l are M RAB and M RBA; and V AB' and V BA' are the shears or
reactions at the ends of a member with freely supported ends and span length l.
The constants CAA, CAB, CAG, FAA, and FAB in Eq. 4a are given in Table 1
for four different cases. All four cases are for unsymmetrical conditions, the
first and the third considering semi-rigid connections, and the second and fourth
considering rigid connections. In cases I and II, a finite width of member is
considered; and, in cases III and IV, width is ignored. The values in case IV
are those commonly assumed-that is, frames with rigid joints and with width
of member neglected. In Eq. 4b the constants eBB, CBA , CBG, FBB, and FBA
for MBA are obtained from CAA, CAB, CAG, FAA, and FAB, respectively, by
interchanging a and fJ and the subscripts A and B. It is noted that CBA is
equal to CAB.
Eqs. 4 with the preceding coefficients are for moments at the joint centers
and therefore are used with exactly the same equilibrium conditions as in the
simpler form (2); namely,
For joint equilibrium,
~M + V h = O (6b)
In Eq. 6b, h is the story height between neutral. axes of two beams.
With Eqs. 4 it is now possible to determine the hypothetical end moments
M AB and 111BA at the joint centers. Moments and shears are assumed as
positive when they act on the ends of the beam with a clockwise sense, or act
on the Joint with a counterclockwise sense. The hypothetical shears in the
joint are constant and equal to the actual shear at the connection. The shears
'VAB and 'VBA may be calculated from the moments M AB and MBA by the
following:
VAB = 'VAB =- (MAB 1MBA) + VAB' (7a)
and
VBA = VBA =- (MAB 1MBA) - VBA' (7b)
in which 'VAB' and 'VBA' are the end shears in a member having span length L
with simply or freely supported ends. The moments at the connections, MAB
and MBA, may now be calculated from the following:
MAB = MAB + VAB bAB " .. " .. " (8a)
and
TABLE l.-SLOPE-DEFLECTION AND MOMENT-DISTRIBUTION CONSTANTS-NoNSYMMETRICAL CASES
Case 1\'
Case I-Nonsymmetrical, semi-rigid connectiolls, finite width of members Case II-Nollsymmetrical, rigid connections,
Case III-Nonsymmetrical, -Rigid
Constant finite widths semi-rigid connections, connec-
zero width tiona,
owidth
(a) SLOPE DEFLECTION
CAA 2- + 3 fj + 6 (l + fj) btB + 3 (2 + a + (j) bt,B' 2 + 6 bAB + ti bAB' 2 + 3fj 2I I'
CAB = GBA 1 + 3 (1 + a) b1B + 3 (1 + fj) b~A + 3 (2 + a + fj) bA~,bBA I + 3 bAB + 3 bBA + 6 bAB bBA 1 II I I'
GBB 2 + 3 a + 6 (I + a) b~A + 3 (2 + a + fj) b~,A' 2 + 6 bBA + 6 bBA' 2 +3a 2I I'
GAC 3 (1 + fj) + 3 (2 + a + fj) btB 3 + 6 bAH 3 (l + fj) 3I
GBC 3 (l + a) + 3 (2 + a + fj) b~A 3 + 6 bBA 3 (l + a) :lI
bAB 1 + bABFAA I + 2 fj + (1 - a + 2 fj) -I- I +2fj II
bAB bAB
FAB fj+(JJ-2a-l}-I- --1- fj 0
bBA 1 + bBAFBB 1 + 2 a + (l - fj + 2 a) 1 I + 2a II
bBA bBAFBA a + (a - 2 fj - l) T
-I a 0
(b) MOMENT DISTRInUTION
4 LU,-
;l[H ..tll
12" 1\
-p;-
6" K
--1-
M SAB semi-fixed { [1 +2 fj+ b~B (1+2 fj-a)] MRAB+ [fj - btB (1 +2 a -fj)] MRBA} , (bAH) bAB [(1 + 2/3) MRAB + /3 MRB.~lend moment 1 + 1 MRAB -I MaBA + V.~B' bAB 1+2a+2fj+:la/3at joint center 1 + 2a +2fj +3afj +1 AB'bAB
1 + 3 (1 + a) b1 B + 3 (l + fj) b~A + 3 (2 + a + fj) bA~,bBA I + 3 bAB +.3 bBA + {i b.~B bBA1" A B carry-over I I I' Ifactor between
2 + 3 fj + 6 (1 + fj) b~B + 3 (2 + a + fj) bt,B' 2 + 6 bAB + 6 bAH' 2 + :l/3joint centers
I I'
SM AB end rota- 2 E K [ 2 + 3 fj + 6 (I + fj) btB + 3 (2 + a + /3) bt:' J 2 E K ( 2 + 6 bAB + (\ bAB' ) 2 E K (2 + 3/3)
tion stiffness 1+2a+2fj+3afj1+2a+2/3+3afj I I'
SvAB sidesway tiEK ( 2+a+fj ) 12 E K 6EK( 2+a+/3 )
stillness -1-'- 1+2a+2fj+3afj --1'- -1'- 1+2a+2fj+3afj
MVAB sidesway _ 6 E K [ 1 + fj + b~B (2 + a + fj) ] 6EK ( 1 + 2 ~AB ) 6EK( 1+{3 )end moment
_ I 1+2a+2fj+3afj
--1-
--1- I +2a+2fj+3a/3
at A
----
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The slope-deflection equations are simplified when symmetrical conditions
of loading and structure exist with respect to any particular member. In
such a case a = {3. Furthermore, bAB = bBA = b; M R.4B = M RBA = M R;
VAB' = VBA' = V AB' = V BA' = V'; and the slope-deflection equations cor-
responding to case I ef Table 1 may be reduced to:
_ 2 E K [ (2 + 3 a 6 b 6 b2) (1 6 b 6 b2)
MAB=I+3a l+a +T+l2 OA+ l+a+T+l2 OB
- ( 3 + 6Zb) R ] - C~Ra + V' b ) (9a)
and
- 2 E K [( 2 + 3 a 6 b 6 b2) (1' 6 b 6 b2)
MBA = 1 + 3 a 1 + a + T + l2 OB + 1 + a + T + l2. OA
- ( 3 + 6Zb ) R ] + ( 1~Ra + V' b ) (9b)
For case II of Table 1, considering the semi-rigidity of the joints but neglecting
the width of the members, the equations for symmetrical conditions may be
reduced to a simple form by letting b=O in Eqs. 9; thus:
- 2E K [(2 + 3a)MAB = MAB = 1 +3a l+a OA
+ (1 ~ a) OB - 3R ] - I~Ra"""'''''''' . (lOa)
and
- 2E K [(2 + 3a)MBA = MBA = 1 + 3 a. 1 + a OB
+ (1 ~ a) OA - 3R ] + 1~Ra'''''''''' .... (lOb)
A similar simplification may be made for case III of Table 1 by letting
a = 0 in Eqs. 9, in which case the following equations result:
- [ (. 6 b 6 b2) ( 6 b 6 b2)MAB = 2 E K 2 + T + T OA + 1 + -Z- + T OB
- (3 + 6zb) R ] - (MR + Vb') (lIa)
, and
MBA = 2E K [ (2 + 6/ + 6Z~2) OB + (1 + 6Zb + 6Z~2) OA
- (3 + 6/) R ] + (MR + Vb') (lIb)
Moment Distribution AppZied to Frames with Semi-Rigid Connections.-The
moment-distribution method serves identically the same purpose as the slope-
deflection method; that is, the moments at the ends of the individual members
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of a frame or continuous beam are determined. It will be assumed, as in the
case of the slope-deflection method, that the reader is familiar with the usual
moment· distribution procedure. The procedure as applied to frames with
semi-rigid connections is identical with the usual method, although there are
differences in the numerical value of the carry-over, stiffness, and other factors,
The factors used in the moment-distribution procedure may be derived from
the slope-deflection equations or by use of the column analogy (11), as will be
described herein. Fig. 6 shows the deformation conditions for determining
\4-----1------....j
}O------L--------.j
(a) SEMI·FIXED END MOMENTS
'rAMAH .MB1A gB~A
bAB \4----- I • bBA
\4-------- L .
(b) MOMENT CARRY OVER AND ROTATION STIFFNESS
FIG. 6.-DEFORMATION CONDITIONS USED IN MOMENT DISTRIBUTION FOR MEMBERS WITH SEMI-RIGID
CONNECTIONS AND .FINITE JOINT WIDTH
semi-rigid end moments and the carry-over factor for moment distribution.
Table 1 gives the' "semi-rigid" end moments, "carry-over" factor, rotation-
stiffness factors, sidesway-stiffness factors, and sidesway end moments for the
nonsymmetrical cases I, II, III, and IV. Table 2 presents the same factors
for the symmetrical cases I, II, and III.
TABLE 2.-MoMENT DISTRIBUTION FOR SYMMETRICAL CASES
ex = {3, bAH = b HA = b, AND M RA = M RH = lItR
Symmetrical case I. semi-rigid Symmetrical case II, Symmetrical case III,
Constant connections, finite width rigid connections, semi-rigid connections,
Of members finite member width zero member width'
MSAB semi-fixed-end MR + V'b MR + V'b MR
moment at ioint center 1 + a 1 + a
b b' 1+ 6b + 6b1
;:AB carry-over factor
1+6 (I +01) I + Ii (l +01) j2 / /' 1
between joint centers b b2 2+6~+6b' 2 +3012+301+6 (l +01) 1+ 6 (l +01) 12 / /'
SMAB end rotation 2EK (2+3a+~~+6b') 2EK(2+ 6b + 6b') ( 2+301 )
stiffness 1+301 1+01 / /' / /' 2EK 1+401+301'
.~V AB sidesway stiffness 12E K 12E K 12E K/' (l + 3 a) -/-,- /' (l + 301)
MVAB sidesway end _ 6 E K ( 1 + 2/ b ) _6~K(I+¥) 6EK- / (1 + 301)moment at A I 1 +301
All of the moment-distribution factors relate to hypothetical moments at
the centers of the joints, and the general procedure is therefore identical with
that used in the simple case. After the hypothetical moments at the joint
centers are obtained, the moments and shears at the connections result. as
before from Eqs. 7 and 8.
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In applying the moment-distribution method to frame problems, sidesway
may be induced either by lateral loads or by unsymmetrical conditions of
loading or frame arrangement. The simplest form of sidesway problem is one
involving only lateral loads applied to a one-story frame. The lateral load is
distributed to the columns in proportion to their "sidesway stiffness" Sv,
and semi-fixed or fixed-end moments are distributed to the ends of each column
in proportion to the Mv moments for unit sidesway. The next step is the
usual moment distribution, but at the conclusion the summation of column
shears wiII not account for the total lateral force. All of the end moments are
then multiplied by a constant ratio sufficient to bring the shears into equi-
librium with the external lateral force. If the structure is more than one
story in height, the procedure is progressively more complicated. Shears are
distributed in anyone story in proportion to their lateral or sidesway stiffness;
but in special cases in which two-story sections adjoin open auditoriums or
halls, the combined rigidities of the two stories of columns "in series" must be
determined. The stiffness of a two-story group of columns "in series" is
given by:
SVAB SVBC
SVABC = (12a)
SVAB + SVBC .
in which SVABC = sidesway stiffness of two columns or groups of columns "in
series." The combined rigidity of three tiers of columns "in series" is given by:
SVABCD = SVAB /J VBC SVCD (12b)
SVAB SVBC + SVBC SVCD + SVCD SVAB
The analysis of two-story and three-story problems of the foregoing type is
taken up in texts (12) (16) (17) and the procedure for frames with semi-rigid
joints follows exactly the same course. In applying these analytical methods
to the development of design methods for multi-storied buildings, under the
action of vertical loads alone, it is reasonable to neglect the effect of sidesway.
Certain short cuts for special conditions may be used, provided that their
use in simpler forms of moment distribution is already familiar. For example,
if the end B of member A B is pin-connected, or freely supported, f3 becomes
equal to 00. The ;'semi-fixed" end moment at A then becomes:
(
2 + 2 bAB)
MSAB= 2+3
l
a M RAB (13)
In Eq. 13 M R.4B is the fixed-end moment at A due to lateral loads in a beam
freely supported at B. The rotation stiffness, or distribution factor, for end
A of member A.B with B freely supported is:
S = 2 E J( (3 + 6 b AB + 3 bAB2)
MAB 2 + 3 a l l2' ..•....... (14a)
The sidesway stiffness factor for the same case, with one end freely supported,
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is ,as follows;
SVAB l2 (~~~ a)··················· . (l4b)
Cases II and III in Table 2 may be obta.ined from Eqs. 13, 14a, and 14b by
letting a and bAB, respectively, be equal to zero.
Another type of special case occurs when the entire frame and loading upon
it are symmetrical. If the center line of the frame is on line with a column,
there will be no rotation of the column joints and the center line of the center
column may be assumed equivalent to a fixed wall. If there are an odd
number of panels, the center line of the frame will cut through the center of
the beams in the center bay. The rotation of the two ends of each beam in
the center panel will be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. From this
condition it follows that the modified moment stiffness or "distribution factor"
may be taken as;
- 2E K
SMAB = 1-+ (14e)
a ' "
for the ends of beams in the center panel. No carry-over is used in the center
panel when the modified stiffness factor is used.
. ApIJlieation of the Column Analogy to Members with Semi-Rigid Connections.
-It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the application of the
column analogy, originally developed by Professor Cross (11), to the deter-
mination of moment-distribution factors for beams with variable moments of
inertia. The width of the "analogous column" is equal to E11' and the area
of any elemental length ds of the analogous column is therefore equal to :s1
From the fundamental relations of the bent beam,
~i = ;81", (15)
- ,
in which dqj = the angle change in any elemental length of beam. At the
....
(a) BEAM WITH SEMI·
RIGID CONNECTIONS
.,
Area of Column = 'Y1.---- at Connections,-'-----I
oWidth (J Assumed Infinite)
(b) CROSS SECTION OF
ANALOGOUS COLUMN
FIG. 7.-ApPLIC.....TION OF COLl.no.IN AN.-\.LOGY TO BE ..nls WITH SE)II-RIGID CONNECTIONS
particular location of the semi-rigid joint, from the definition of the "connection
constant,"
del> ds
'Y = J1 = E l' . ' ......... ' .. (16)
Hence, the localized area of the analogous column at the semi-rigid connection
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is equal to the connection constant 'Y. Professor Cross (11) has shown that
the area of the analogous column at a pin connection is infinite, and in the
region of a completely rigid zone it is equal to zero. The semi-rigid connection
obviously is a case somewhere between these two extremes, and the column
analogy may readily be used to obtain the moment-distribution factors for a
member so connected. Fig. 7 illustrates a cross section through the analogous
column of a member with semi-rigid end connections.
ANALYSIS BY SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD
An illustrative example will be presented in detail to demonstrate the
application of both the slope-deflection and moment-distribution methods to
the analysis of a frame with semi-rigid joints, taking into account the width of
the members.
The frame sho wn in Fig. 8 corresponds to one of the frames actually tested
(see Fig. 9), and the connection constant used in the analysis was obtained
experimentally from tests of a sample joint. All of the connections were
identically alike, and each beam, therefore, was individually symmetrical.
The results of the connection test gave an experimental value of a = 0.01775
X 10-3 in inch-kip units. The stiffness of the frame members was measured
by bending tests preliminary to fabrication of the frame, and the quantity E I
was thus found to be 3,550 X 103 and 3,321 X 103 for the beams and columns,
respectively, in inch-kip units. The net length l of the beams between con-
nections was 168 in. - 8 in. = 160 in. The columns are continuous, and the
beam connections were of the welded seat and top angle type. An approximate
correction for column length may be shown to be one third of the beam depth
at each end that frames with a beam (see heading "Effect of Width of Member
Upon Analysis"). Hence, for the second-story columns, l = 120 - 6.67
= 113.33 and, for the first-story columns, l = 120 - 3.33 = 116.67. This
correction could well be omitted with but little error.
The constant a for the beams was·
= {3 = 2 E I 'Y.= 2 X 3,550 X 103 X 0.01775 X 10-3 = 07877
a l 160 . .
The fixed-end moment for the loading shown is 221.0 in-kips.
Because of the individual symmetry of the beams, the slope-deflection
. equations in the form of Eqs. 9 were applicable. The typical equation for any
beam is written by substituting the values of a, E K, b, I, etc., in Eqs. 9, which
for any loaded beam results in the following:
- 2 X 3,550 { [(2 + 3 X 0.7877) 6 X 4 6 X 42]
MAB = 160(1 + 3 X 0.7877) 1 + 0.7877 + l60 + 1602' OA
[( 1 ) 6X4 6X4
2] } (221.0 )+... + 1 + 0.7877 +l60 + 1602 OB - 1.7877 + 6.5 X 4 .. (17)
The right-hand side of this and the following equations has been divided
by 1,000 to give more convenient values of O. The moment M AB = 34.233 0A
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6,5 Kips 6,5.Kips
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o i 6.5 Kips 6.5 Kips ii
02 ~: I;i3 4 rS~M'~=r:=::=::::==t:=~t=.:::.~.-::::.-=.-:::.-:::.~.t=+:::::::::::4==~~ i "x,
= ~ I 6,5 Kips 6.5 Kips i
o .
2 I I
I I
'5 6
~---14'0"---------14'0"----+---14' 0"----->1
FIo. 8.-TEST FILuol AND ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS
FIo. g.-VIEW 01' TEST FRAIUl
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+ 9.411 8B - 149.62; and similarly:
MBA = 34.233 8B + 9.4118A + 149.62 (18)
Equations of this type are written for all of the beams in a symmetrical half of
the frame, as follows:
and '
M 12 = 34.233 81 + 9.411 82
M21 = 34.23382 + 9.411 81
M27 = 34.23382 + 9.411 87 - 149.62
= 24.82282 - 149.62
M34 = 34.23383 + 9.411 84 - 149.62
M43 = 34.23384 + 9.411 83 + 149.62
..... (19)
Similar equations for the column moments are written by making the proper
substitutions in slope-deflection Eqs. 11, as follows:
and
MI3 = 127.86581 + 69.257 83
M 24 = 127.86582 + 69.25784
M31 = 127.86583 + 69.25781
M42 = 127.8658, + 69.25782
M 3s = 123.910 83
M 46 = 123.91084
M 53 = 61.810 83
(85 = 0)
(86 = 0)
(85 = 0)
(86 = 0)
............ (20)
and
The sidesway is obviously zero because of symmetry, and the only unknowns
are the four angle changes 81, 82, 83, and 84• The necessary and sufficient
conditions for the solution are obtained by applying the joint equilibrium
equation T-l\f = 0 to the four joints 1, 2, 3, and 4:
M12 + MIS = 0 }
M 21 + M 24 + M 27 = 0
~31 + ~3' + ~3S = 0_. .. (21)
M 43 + M 42 + M 48 + M 46 = 0
Rewriting these equations in terms of the unknown 8's:
+ 162.05281 + . 9.411 82 + 69.21483 = 0 }
9.411 81 + 186.87482 + + 69.2148, = + 149.620 .. (22)
+ 69.21481 + 285.93483 + 9.411 8, = + 149.620
+ 69.21482 + 9.411 83 + 310.7568, = ...,. 149.620
. The solution of these four simultaneous equations may be made by systematic
elimination of unknowns (15) (16) or by a method of successive approximations
(15). The following solution was obtained by the first method: 81 = - 0.33165;
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TABLE 3.-COMPUTATION BY SLOPE
DEFLECTION
Location, Joint moment M- V Connection
joint and from slope-de- by moment M
member flection equation Eqs.7 by Eqs. 8
---
1-2 - 1.07 -0.198 - 1.86
2-1 + 34.29 -0.198 + 33.50
2-7 -122.49 +6.500 - 96.49
3-4 -135.12 +6.531 -109.00
4-3 +130.06 -6.469 +104.18
4-8 - 18.46 +6.500 + 7.54
1-3 + 1.07 -0.515 - 0.65
3-1 + 57.31 -0.515 + 55.59
3-5 + 77.79 -1.000 + 74.46
5-3 _ + 38.82 -1.000 + 38.82
2-4' + 88.20 -0.607 + 86.18
4-2 - 19.44 -0.607 - 21.46
.4-6 - 92.1.5 +1.186 - 88.20
6-4 - 45.99 +1.186 - 45.99
r
82 = + 1.09286; 83 = + 0.62791; and 84 = - 0.74389. These values of 8 are
1,000 times the actual values but will give the correct moments when substi-
tuted in the moment equations which previously had been divided by 1,000.
The actual moments at the connections may be found from the hypothetical
joint center moments by com-
puting the shears with Eqs. 7
and the connection moments
with Eqs. 8. An alternate
method would be to construct,
graphically, the simple beam
moment diagram for the full
lengths L upon the joint mo-
ment base line. The connec-
tion moments then could be
scaled off as the ordinate to the
moment diagram at the face of
the connecting member. Table
3 gives the results by the an-
alytical method.
ANALYSIS BY MOMENT DISTRIBUTION
The factors required in the moment-distribution procedure have been
presented in Tables 1 and 2. Some of the necessary computations in the
following have already been made under the heading "Analysis by Slope-
Deflection Method":
Semi-Fixed End Moment at Joint Center.~
if SAB = ~~~707 + 6.5 X 4 = 149.62 in-kips.
Carry-Over Factors Between Joint Centers.-
Beams (Both Directions).-
4 42
1 + 6 (1.7877) 160 + 6 (1.7877) 1602
tab = tba = -------------------~- = 0.275.4 42
2 + 3 (0.7877) + 6 (1.7877) 160 + 6 (1.7877) 1602
Second-Story Columns (Both Directions).-
1 6 ( 3.33 ) + 6 ( 3.332 )
+ 113.33 113.332
r = = 0.542.
( 3.33 ) ( 3.33
2 ) .
2 + 6 113.33 + 6 113.332
First-Story Columns (Top to Bottom) (See Table 1).-
1 + 3 ( 3.33 )
116.67 2 = 0.499.
2 + 6 (1~6~~7 ) + 6 C~6~~7 )
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End Rotation Stiffness at Joint Centers.-
Beams (End Bay).-
2 (3,550) X 106 [2 + 3 (0.7877) ( 4 ) ( 42 )]
8M 160 [1 + 3 (0.7877)J 1.7877 + 6 160 + 6 1602
= 34.2 X 106•
Beams (Modified Stiffness' in Center Bay Due to Symmetry Requiring
. Analysis of Only One Half of Frame-Eq. 14c).-
_ 2 (3,550) X 106 _ 6
8M - 160 (1 + 0.7877) - 24.8 X 10 .
Second-Story Columns.-
(i = 2 (3,321) X 106.[2 + 6 ( 3.33 .) + 6 ( 3.332 )]
".\1 113.33 113.33 113.332
First-Ston Columns (Upper End).-
127.9 X 106.
•
8 = 2 (3,321) X 106 [2 + 6 (~) + 6 (~)2] = 123.9 X 106.
.\1 116.67 116.67 116.67
Proportional factors for distributing moments to ends of members are
given in Table 4. The distribution may be done either directly on a diagram
TABLE 4.-PIioPORTIONAL· FACTORS FOR DISTRIBUTING MOMENTS
TO ENDS OF MEMBERS
JOINT I JOINT 2 JOINT 3 JOINT 4
.
?-'em- End Distri- Mem- End Distri- !\Iem- End Distri- Mem- End Distri-rotation bution rotation bution rotation bution rotation butionber stiffness factor ber stiffness factor ber stiffness factor ber stiffness factor
-------------
-------------------
1-3 127.9 0.789 2-1 34.2 0.182 3-5 123.9 0.433 4-3 34.2 0.110
1-2 34.2 0.211 2-4 127.9 0.685 3-1 127.9 0.447 4-2 127.9 0.411
... ..... . .... 2-7 24.8 0.133 3-4 34.2 0.120 4-8 24.8 0.080
... ..... ..... . .. ..... ..... . .. ..... ..... 4-6 123.9 0.399
------ ------ ------ ------
... 162.1 1.000 ... 186.9 1.000 ... 286.0 1.000 . .. 310.8 1.000
of the frame in the manner frequently followed or in tabular form. The
solution is herein presented in tabular form (see Fig. 10), through five cycles
after the initial distribution. Each cycle consists successively of: (a) The
carry-over of moments from the previously distributed moments; and. (b)
the distribution of the new unbala'uced moment at each joint to the ends. of
the members. The final summation of moments may be compared with the
results of the solution by the slope-deflection method, and the results are seen
to check with a maximum error of two in the third significant figure, or a
fraction of 1%,. except in the case of the smallest moment of 1.07 in-kips,
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when the error is about 2%. The moments resulting from the distribution
procedure are hypothetical moments at the joint center, and the actual mo-
ments at the connection may be found by the method previously described.
Carry·Over F;lctor
0.275
~
1·3 1·2 2·1 2·4
o7S9 0211 0 182 0 685
0 0 -149.62
+ 27.23 +102.49 + 19.90
0 33.33 0
+ 6.70 + 22.83 + 4.43
- 2.54 - 13.47 0
+ 2.91 + 10.97 + 2.13
0.16 2.79 0
+ 0.54 + 2.02 + 0.39
0.34 - 1.47 0
+ 0.33 + 1.24 + 0.24
-
0.03 - 0.25 0
+ 0.05 + 0.19 + 0.04
0 0
0 0
+36.52 + 7.49
-34.51 - 9.23
+ 1.10 + 1.67
- 2.19 - 0.58
+ 4.98 + 0.80
- 4.56 - 1.22
+ 0.38 + 0.15
- 0.42 - 0.11
+ 0.64 + 0.09
- 0.58 - 0.15
2 . 7 --location
0133 -Distribution Factors
_Semi·Rigid End Moments
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
CarryOver
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
CarryoVer
Distribution
0 0 149.62
+64.79 +66.88 + 17.95
0 0 - 4.53
+ 1.96 + 2.03 + 0.54
0 -18.70 - 1.83
+ 8.89 + 9.18 + 2.46
0 1.19 0.38
+ 0.68 + 0.70 + 0.19
0 - 2.47 - 0.20
+ 1.16 + 1.19 + 0.32
0 - 0.23 - 0.04
+ 0.12 + 0.12 + 0.03
+149.62 0 0 0
- 16.46 - 61.49 - 11.97 -59.70
+ 4.94 + 55.55 0 0
- 6.65 - 24.86- 4.84 -24.14
+ 0.15 .+ 12.37 0 0
- 1.38 - 5.15 - 1.00 - 4.99
+ 0.68 + 5.95 0 0
- 0.73 - 2.72 - 0.53 - 2.65
+ 0.05 + 1.09 0 0
- 0.13 - 0.47 - 0.09 - 0.45
+ 0.09 + 0.67 0 0
- 0.08 - 0.32 - 0.06 - 0.30
3·1
0447
+ 1.09 - 1.09 + 34.06 + 88.43 -122.49 Summation of Moments
!::!} Carry·Over Factor!::!I .2--~ 2-CarryOver (Columns)
3·4 4·3 4·2 4·8 4·6 --location
0120 0110 0411 0080 0399 --Distribution Factors
--Semi·Rigid End Moments
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
CarryOver
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
Carry Over
Distribution
3·5
'0433
+77.60 +57.51
~1
5·3
1+38.721
-135.11 +130.10 - 19.38 - 18.49 -92.23 Summation
~1 .Carry Over to
ci - Fixed Bases.
(One Process)
6·4
I-46.021 C~I~~~n~a~~s
FIG. lQ.-SoLUTION BY MOMENT DISTRIBUTION
SIDESWAY INDUCED BY UNSYMMETRICAL VERTICAL LOADS
The writers have analyzed the frame shown in Fig. 11 by both slope deflec-
tion and moment distribution in order to study the effect of neglecting sidesway
as induced by unsymmetrical vertical loads. Space does not permit the details
of the analysis, which follows usual procedures, however. The dimensions of
the frame and size of members are shown in Fig. 11 and the beam a b is assumed
to carry a uniformly distributed load of one kip per foot. As in the previous
case, it was assumed that the columns were fixed at the base, but the beam-
column connections were assumed to have "50% rigidity," which corresponds
to a = 1. The results are presented in Table 5.
Although no general conclusions should be drawn from this single case, it
is seen that in Table 5 sidesway could have been neglected without great
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FIG. l1.-UNSYMMETRICALLY LOADED FRAME
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error in the end moments. Sidesway due to vertical loads usually will be less
in frames with semi-rigid connections as compared with the same frames
rigidly connected, and will be further decreased in the actual structure by
walls and concrete incasement.
TABLE 5.-SIDESWAY INDUCED BY UNSYMMETRICAL VERTICAL LOADS
-
By MOMENT DISTRIBUTION CONNECTION MOMENTS
Joint Moment By slope deflection:and Moments Sidesway at joint Moment at joint center by Shear Momentmem- at joint b,
ber centers, moment center, slope-deflection method in at end of at face ofto balance corrected member connectingn~~lecting shear for in. by Eqs. 7 member81 esway sidesway
ad +119.02 - 6.74 +112.28 +112.32 4 -1.34 +106.96
da + 59.32 -10.53 + 48.79 + 48.80 0 -1.34 + 48.80
ab -119.02 + 6.74 -112.28 -112.32 3 +8.59 - 86.52
ba +141.71 + 5.10 +146.81 +146.85 3 -8.91 +120.12
b. - 88.61 -10.20 - 98.81 - 98.88 4 +1.29 - 93.72
.b - 44.16 -12.25 - 56.41 - 56.42 0 +1.29 - 51.26
be - 53.10 + 5.10 - 48.00 - 47.97 3 +0.23 - 47.28
e b
-
7.63 + 6.74 - 0.89 - 0.89 3 +0.23 - 0.20
el + 7.63 - 6.74 + 0.89 + 0.89 4 +0.05 + 1.09
Ie + 3.80 -10.53 - 6.73 - 6.72 0 +0.05 - 6.52
EFFECT OF WIDTH OF MEMBER UPON ANALYSIS
In the analysis of frames, the length of each member is often assumed to be
equal to the distance center-to-center of joints. The moments thus computed
at the'joint centers will usually be higher than the actual moment at the con-
nection at the end of the member. This method ofcomputation is usually on
the safe side in determining end-connection moments but generally will be on
the unsafe side in determining the maximum positive moment near the center
of the beam.
An: approximate correction is sometimes made for the effect of member
width. The end moments computed in the foregoing manner are used to
construct the moment diagram. The actual end-connection moment to be
used in design is then taken as the ordinate to the moment diagram at the face
of the column or connecting member. This method usually gives. values of
end-connection moments that are too low. .
The' error by either of the foregoing methods becomes greater as the ratio
between the width of the joint and the length of the member increases. The
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average errors are also greater for frames with semi-rigid connections than for
frames with rigid connections.
In order to develop criteria to determine when, and when not, to consider
member width in analysis, the behavior of the frame shown in Fig. 12 was
studied for various ratios of joint width to member length. The load was
assumed to act uniformly on beams 1-2 and 3-4, and the analyses were made
for four different ratios of joint width to member length-namely, 115 ' 112 ' ~ ,
1
and {;' Analyses also were made neglecting member width entirely, and the
method of arbitrary correction previously outlined was tried also. The
FIG. 12
analyses were made both for a frame with rigid connections and for a frame'
with continuous columns but with semi-rigid 'beam-to-column connections.
All of the analyses were made by the method of moment distribution.
Special note should be made of the length of the columns in relation to beam
depth. The methods herein presented to take account of width of joint are
based on the assumption that the interior of the joint may be considered in-
finitely rigid in comparison with the bending stiffness of the member. In the
case of a beam framing into a column, this assumption seems reasonable, par-
ticularly if the column runs through the joint without a splice. In the case of
the continuous column, however, the connection moments are introduced by
concentrated lateral forces acting at the top and bottom of the beam in the
type of connection shown in Fig. 2(b). In such a case it may be shown that
nearly correct results may be obtained for the moments in the coluhlll by
assuming a length correction for the column of one third the beam depth at
each end instead of one half the beam depth. This correction was made in the
analyses under consideration and was found to give good results in actual
frame tests.
The results of these 'studies are shown in Fig. 13 for the frames with rigid
and semi-rigid connections, respectively. The solid lines give the percentage of
error of moments determined with a neglect of joint width as compared with
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corresponding moments correctly computed at the face of the joint. The
broken lines give the percentage of error resulting from the arbitrary correction
for joint width by neglecting it in the analysis but using the ordinate of the
moment diagram at the face of the joint.
It is noted in Fig. 13 that the maximum percentage of error occurs in the
case of the large end moments in the loaded beams at joints 1 and 4. It also
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FIG. 13.-PERCENTAGE OF ERROR IN CONNECTION l\;IoMENT, NEGLECTING f\IEMBER WIDTH
may be seen that the errors are usually larger in the frame with semi-rigid con-
nections than in the frame with rigid connections. The errors are appreciable
even for low ratios of joint width to beam length. In the case of a one-to-
twenty ratio, for example, the error may be as high as 20%, with the average
error about 5% for the rigid frame and as high as 25%, and with an average
error close to 10% for the frame with semi-rigid connections. As the ratio of
joint width to beam length increases, the errors become increasingly larger.
A fairly close approximation for the moment at the connection is obtained
by negle~ting joint width in the analysis and using, as the connection moment,
the moment halfway between the connection and joint center.
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL ANALYSES AND TEST RESULTS
In order to compare the results of analyses with the actual behavior -of
building frames, two full-size, all-welded, model building frames were con-
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structed. Details of these tests have already been presented in another paper
by the writers (2).
Frame No.1 was made with beam-to-column flange connections, whereas
frame No.2 had beam-to-column web connections. The general dimensions
and size of members of frame No.1 are shown in Fig. 8 in connection with the
illustrative example (see heading "Analysis by Slope-Deflection Method"),
and a photograph of the same frame is shown in Fig. 9. The beam-to-column
connection used in these frames consisted of welded seat and top angles, the
details and semi-rigid properties of which have been described elsewhere (2).
Vertical loads were applied to the frames by means of water tanks, which are
shown in Fig. 9 in one of the loading positions. Each frame was braced later-
ally near each joint by means of flexible ties welded between columns of the
frame and columns of the laboratory. These ties had reduced sections near
each endthat allowed the frame full freedom to bend or move laterally in its
own plane but that prevented movement out of its own plane.
The computation of the moments developed during tests of the frames was
made by measuring the rotation at the ends of each beam and at the joint
centers by means of the 20-in. level bar which was illustrated in Fig. 3. Then
the moments at the end of each beam and column could be calculated by the
slope-deflection equations (see Eqs. 3).
The connection constants for typical joints in the frame were determined
by means of the setup shown in Fig. 2(b). The experimentally determined
values of these connection constants, as determined by Fig. 4, have been used
in the theoretical analyses. The method of moment distribution was used and
a typical analysis, taking account of the width of member, has been presented
in the illustrative example.
Fig. 14 shows both the computed and experimentally determined moments
for several of the critical conditions of load that were applied to the two frames.
Fig. 14(a) shows moment diagrams for frame No.1 with only first-floor beam
loaded. Fig. 14(b) is for frame No.1 with unsymmetrical loading in which
only one outside second-story beam was loaded. Sidesway was neglected
in the analysis but the agreement between analysis and experimental result is
excellent. A comparison is made in this case with an analysis assuming com-
pletely rigid joints. The actual test results agree well with the analysis for
semi-rigid joints but are widely divergent from the analysis for rigid points.
It should be noted that the moments "taper out" much more rapidly in a
frame with semi-rigid connections than in one with rigid joints. Fig. 14(c)
is for a critical condition of loading. In applying the test load for this case,
the order of loading was purposely unbalanced but the moments by test are
in fairly good agreement with the theoretical analysis. Fig. 14(d) is for frame
No.2, with beam-to-column web connections, and is for the same critical
loading condition as Fig. 14(c). The outside column connections in frame No.2
has less rigidity than the inside, and this was taken into account in the analysis.
The analysis based on the assumption that the outside joints are as rigid as
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the interior joints is also given, and it is seen that the test results usually fall
between the two different analyses.
In general, the test results agree well with the methods ·of analysis which
have been presented. The results also show that the test of a single joint to
determine the connection constant gives a satisfactory measure of the behavior
of the same type of joint used in an actual frame.
THE DESIGN OF FRAMES FOR PARTIAL RIGIDITY
The methods of an!llysis which have been presented in this paper obviously
are not directly applicable to design. Any method of statically indeterminate
analysis requires an assumed structure as a preliminary to design. To assume
a building design, and then to analyze such a highly redundant structu~e by
the methods that have- been presented, would be an impractical design pro-
cedure, warranted only for very special problems.
For routine building design, a suitable method must be direct and simple
in application.. Such design methods have been presented by the writers in
conjunction with a particular type of all-welded, beam-to-column connections
(2), and in a more general article covering the application to any semi-rigidly
connected structure (3).· The British Steel Structures Research Committee
(1) has developed design procedures for frames with semi-rigid riveted con-
nections. In a letter dated December 26, 1940, S. D. Lash, secretary of the
Subcommittee on Steel Construction, National Buildin·g Code, National
Research Council of Canada,·stated that simplifications in the original design
method have been made in Great Britain and that similar steps are in progress
in Canada.
The design procedure for the beams in welded building frames with semi-
rigid connections that has been developed by the writers (2) may be outlined
as follows:
1. The beams are designed by the usual procedure of computing the
required section modulus for maximum simple beam moment.
2. The section modulus for maximum simple beam moment is multiplied
by a reduction factor that depends on the distribution of load and relative
stiffness of the simple beam and adjacent column sections. This reduction
factor· is obtained from a graph or simple formula and is based on the most
critical combination of load possible.
3. The final beam selection is determined by the reduced section modulus
found by step 2. . .
Although the method was developed for designing beams with welded con-
nections, it is applicable to any frame having connections with the desired
semi-rigid properties.
In computing the reduction factor, the stiffening effect of adjacent beams
was neglected, and the same formula applies to exterior and interior bays.
By this procedure, with end connections designed for 50% end restraint, an
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average saving in the weight of beams of between 15% and 20% was found
possible. If greater refinement and complexity are introduced into the design
procedure, the average saving in weight of beams might be raised to more
than 20%.
CONCLUSION
The methods presented and corroborated by test in this paper represent a
refinement in the analysis of building frames. It may be questioned whether
such refinement is warranted. The concrete encasement of beams, columns,
walls, and partitions. and the uncertainties of applied load, all represent
indeterminate quantities which, undoubtedly, may have as great, or greater,
effect uponJrame behavior as does the semi-rigidity of the bare steel connection.
Nevertheless, discounting these uncertainties as assets that cannot be counted
upon definitely, there remains the certain dependable bare connection end-
restraint. This influence can be det.ermined and applied to the development
of improved and more economical methods of design.
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